A Prophecy For Peace
By Sean von Dehn

To the Dreamers,
For Dreaming,
To My Family and Friends,
For Loving,
To My Brother,
For Listening,
And to Humanity,
For Peace.

Most of all,
To My Mother,
For Believing.
“You are the sunshine of My life”- Stevie Wonder

Prologue
Dear Reader,
Thank you so much for picking up this Book. All My life I wanted to write a
book. I believed in My heart that there was nothing a person couldn’t do. I would
hear people talk about their dreams and tell Me they were too great, too difficult
or a ‘one in a million’ chance. I would ask them why they felt they couldn’t be
the one in a million; after all, someone has to be. Then people would tell Me they
wished they could have My confidence and again I would ask them why they
don’t. I would tell them if they believed they could, they would. But, what did I
know?
This was the problem. Who was going to listen to Me? What would I have to
do to get people to listen to Me? What would I have to be, how could I prove
this? I always wanted to be a writer but I felt I would have to do something
great, something remarkable before people would be interested in reading about
it. If I did something incredible then maybe people would be interested; then
maybe people would listen.
Ironically, I have always been a writer, I just wasn’t publishing anything. I
was keeping a journal of My thoughts and had been for almost as long as I can
remember. One little goal after another, always doing everything I thought I
could do, always proving My theory to Myself, but I still wasn’t getting
anywhere. I had countless philosophies and ideas about observations I made of
the world around Me but the problem was always credibility. I would write My
brother or My friends emphatic letters about how I thought this or that proved
My philosophy and the response was always good, but again… What did I know,
they were just theories?
One of the greatest challenges was I never really cared much for what other
people dreamed to have. Money was never important to Me, freedom was.
Money was only good if it meant I could have more freedom and it never did.
More money meant more work. Fame sounded good for a while - I thought
maybe if I became famous then I could write My Book and tell people it was all
because I believed I could. But then I noticed there were plenty of famous

people from virtually every conceivable profession that had achieved incredible
success and were already telling people this. But people only look at them and
say, ‘if only I looked like that’, or ‘if I had their talent’ or ‘if I had their
confidence’, or ‘they had connections’… So being famous wasn’t going to help,
I needed something more.
Then one day something truly extraordinary happened. I finally had all the
answers I was looking for. I had an experience of enlightenment. I know, it
sounds too good to be true. Hardly anyone has experiences of enlightenment,
right? Wrong.
I thought so too at first. Suddenly I had all this great wisdom to share with the
world, but who was going to believe Me? As I began talking to My closest
friends and people I felt I could trust, I began to discover that the experience of
enlightenment is not so rare; many of My friends had either had the experience
themselves or knew someone else who had. My friends began introducing Me to
authors who had written of their experiences to let Me know this experience was
not so unusual. Then I began to hear the lyrics of songs with new ears, saw
movies with new eyes and interpreted information with new wisdom. Soon
everywhere I looked all I could see were reflections of what I had learned.
Perhaps the most interesting thing about the experience was that I had it all
backwards. It was never about becoming something great so that I could share
wisdom with You, it was about remembering what I am. The dream is trying to
remember, proof is what We forget.
There is one key difference between this Book and other books You will find
on spirituality. Most spiritual books will confirm everything I write here, then
tell You how to apply the wisdom to Your own life to help make sense of the
world around You. I won’t do that because accepting the world around You
limits the capacity of Your dream.
If the world around You made sense, there would be no need for this Book. I
will show You that there is a very good reason the world doesn’t make sense.
The state of Our world is part of a Divine Principle. The continuous quest to
understand and make sense of this world is a reflection of Our collective
conscious desire to know something better. We are all dreaming of a better
world; this book will show You why We will soon have it. It is more than a
philosophy, this is a prophecy for peace.

The Book of Divinity
This Book is designed to help You understand the truth of Your being, Your
divinity. However, as many of My other very wise friends have reminded Me,
truth can be difficult to comprehend and impossible for those who are not yet
ready to know it. Don’t worry, just enjoy the philosophies and keep dreaming.
Not knowing and not understanding is part of the experience. What I hope to
show You is that there is a Divine Principle at work in the universe that assures
You will understand every word of this Book one day. You do not need to worry
about anything; peace is coming to the world, and soon. The dream is real,
everything else is the illusion.

The Book of Truth
Five Founding Key Questions
The truth I created is based on ‘Five Key Questions’ We collectively seek to
understand about Our self. Each question is presented in deliberate order,
designed to provoke these questions within You while providing deeper insight
to understanding truth. The answer is simple but much of what We have learned
has taught Us to reject it.

What Am I?
You are Love.
The truth is Love. You are the first Love You knew and the last Love You will
remember. You have always been Love and You will always be Love.
Like truth, Love is relative to Your perception. You are true Love. You knew
this Love before You learned other loves. You must remember this Love to
know truth; this is the Love that defines You. Like You, this Love was once
nothing.

Where Did I Come From?
You were created with Love.
Love is all there is. Before there was Love, there was nothing. In fact, there
was less than nothing. The nothing that was did not know it was there, so not
even nothing existed. Then a single thought emerged, a humble desire ‘to be’
and nothing knew it was something. The something was Love and Love was
nothing. Yet nothing was the greatest something that Love could be - there was
nothing else! Nothing was everything, so everything was Love.

Does God Exist?

Love exists.
Love is the most powerful force of creation, the desire ‘to be’, to know self.
The moment Love knew it was nothing, nothing became something. The
something was Love and Love was everything. Yet Love still did not know how
great it was ‘to be’ Love. Love was something, nothing and everything but it was
still only one thing. In order to know what that thing was, it must have
something else by which to know it. It could not be large, for there was nothing
smaller. It could not be small for there was nothing larger. So Love divided itself
into infinite parts.
Love became many things and was more magnificent than ever before. There
were small things to know large things, hot things to know cold things, many
things to know everything and space between them to know nothing. Yet as
glorious as Love had become and knew itself to be, Love was still everything
and could never be less. Love wanted to know how grand Love was, but there
was nothing else to know.

Where Will I Go When I Die?
You will remember with Love.
You are Love’s most sublime creation. You are so perfect You think you are
not part of everything Love is. Each of Love’s infinite parts shared Love’s divine
power of creation, desiring only ‘to be’ and becoming greater in each new
understanding of self. Yet the greatest form parts of Love could take would
always be Love, for Love was everything, growing greater in every moment.
Parts of Love started being in Love.
The being in Love was experiencing Love. Beings in Love knew they were
part of everything Love is, experiencing the wonder of their magnificent
creation, becoming greater in every moment until they became just like Love;
beings of Love, in Love. But the experience was so blissful that these parts of
Love wanted to stay in Love, ‘to be’ only a part from Love believing nothing
could be greater than the experience of Love. So parts of Love became only the
experience of Love, apart from the knowing of Love; the human being Love.
You cannot die, You can only remember with Love.

Why Am I Here?
You are here to remember Love, to be in Love and to delight in the joy and

wonder of Your creation by knowing Love through physical experience.

The Book of Understanding
Understanding Truth
The truth I have expressed is not something I believe, but something I know.
Knowing truth and explaining it in a way others can understand is not easy,
regardless how clear the concept is to the author. Perhaps truth cannot be proven,
but it is expressed infinitely by various means. When We understand truth We
begin to discover truth cannot be denied.
Truth is all humanity collectively seeks to know, to answer and to prove the
Five Key Questions presented in The Book of Truth. It is the end product of all
research and the source of all spirituality. Science and religion are consistently at
odds with each other; each claiming the other’s truth to be fraudulent. One day
We will learn that both are variants from the same source, each fuelled by a
desire to know Our self, both leading to one truth - to Love.
Love does not need proof, it simply is. The Book of Truth is designed to
provide a foundation for understanding why it is so. Those who know truth only
desire to share it, for others to remember it - the divinity and perfection of Love
assure it will be. You do not need to understand truth; You need only know that
You will.
The Book of Love demonstrates how examples of the Divine Principle are
reflected in the world around Us by exploring Love as two parts of one whole
evolving to know itself as one. I will show you how We are individually and
collectively remembering Love; that humanity is ‘In Between Evolution’1,
evolving to once again know Ourselves as one being Love.
The Book of Understanding explains how the information presented in this
book is relative to each of three perceptions; You, Me and Us. Love is on an
endless quest of self discovery, reshaping Our world, redefining Our being,
bringing us ever closer to a new world, a new being. Humanity is at the dawn of
a new age, a golden age - the age of enlightenment. Let me show You why.

My Truth
The first perspective is Mine. The information presented in this Book is
nothing more than My interpretation of the world since My awakening. This
Book was not intended to provide all the answers for You, it was designed to
help You find Your own. However, this Book is also a product of each of the
philosophies it contains. This Book is a force of creation and is accelerating the
shift in conscience even as You read it. Some concepts You may not fully
understand, some You may outright disagree with, still some may sound too
good to be true. Yet this Book is not based on belief, but knowledge of divine
wisdom. And this is how I came to know it…
Truth was not something I learned, it was something I felt - I experienced
truth. The feeling I experienced was Love. Yet this Love was not like any Love I
had known. This Love was creation and I remembered Love is Me. I am Love.
The feeling could perhaps be compared to the same feeling one gets when
they sense they are being watched, only to discover You are being watched!
Every single thing in existence, every single thing I could conceive of, was
staring at Me! This euphoric experience created a sense of awe and wonder that
inspired further questions… I immediately wanted to know what all of this was,
staring at Me! The moment the question entered My mind, I became everything I
could conceive, staring at Myself, hearing My thoughts. I experienced an even
greater feeling o grandeur, inspiring another question. I am everything!?… If I
am this glorious, if I am everything, why should I not know this all the time?
Every thought was instantly answered. I immediately understood that I had
chosen My experience, created every event in My life to forget what I was so I
could experience the glory of this moment. Once again I felt a sense of awe and
wonder that spawned yet another question. If My entire human experience was
to know the glory of this truth, this moment, then what now? The feeling of
divinity grew yet again, this time accompanied by laughter, echoing questions
back to Me… “Who exactly are you asking? You created this experience, what
would You like to do now?”
This question left me momentarily suspended in bliss. I could think of nothing
more glorious than this experience, for everyone to know it. But before the
thought was even complete the sense of humour returned and I knew We all
would. We will all know this when We leave but I wanted Us to know this while
We are here. I want to be here to experience humanity waking up to the divinity
of Our enlightened being. If We could all remember this truth there would be no
hunger, no disease, no war and no fear! We would know death to be the most

blissful experience since birth and create wondrous monuments to celebrate the
magnificence of Our being. The world would finally know peace. The answer
came sure and swift, “Yes, this is what You came to experience.”
To attempt to explain the exhilaration, excitement and happiness I felt in that
moment is not possible given the limitations of the English language. I
remember wanting to run to My balcony and shout out to the world at the top of
my lungs, reassure everyone that there was no need to worry, nothing to fear, the
world is changing, the end is assured… Soon, We will all know peace!
Even in the midst of this powerful moment, I knew this was not how the world
would come to know peace. I knew it would… but how? This time there was no
reply, only Love smiling at Me. As I found Myself trying to imagine how it
could be, the smile grew and the message was clear. I very well could run out to
My balcony and start shouting out to the world that peace was coming and it
would still come - I may spend My time waiting for it in a mental institution, but
it would still come! The end result is the only thing I need to know, the rest I will
create. Knowing how it would be done would take away from this moment and
the enlightening experience that allows Me to create it, to know what I am. I am
Love, the great being of creation!
I had one final question - why Me..? Why should I deserve to know this? I
have not been especially good and kind, I am not religious, I have not lived a
spiritual life… What made Me so special? I immediately understood We are all
special, many do know this truth, more and more in every moment – We are
remembering! We need only ask…
I lay there like a spiritual sponge, soaking up every last drop of wisdom. As I
considered the world I knew and the world I would know, the world I came to
experience, I realized how grand Our illusion really is. How easy it would be to
forget this moment and accept the world as it is! Yet if I chose to forget I am
Love, would I not regret that I did not choose to know how glorious I am, that I
am creating My dream of a world that knows peace simply by remembering
Love? If I do not create the dream I came here to know, surely I will only desire
to come back when I leave? “Yes, as many times as You like, as many ways as
You choose”…
Once again I am limited by language in an attempt to describe an undeniable,
overwhelming experience. It has been called enlightenment, a spiritual
awakening, communication with divinity, a feeling of oneness with the universe,
bliss… even ‘A Conversation With God’2. There are many books that share this
truth, describe the experience and offer great wisdom to help Us remain
grounded in Our reality while remaining true to Our spirit. The main difference
between this Book and others is that I have no interest in remaining grounded. I

know the soul purpose of the human experience is to know the human spirit and
the greatest aspiration of the human spirit is to soar; My experience gave Me
wings, I am choosing to fly.
Just as I am limited in My ability to describe the experience, so too am I
limited in explaining exactly how clearly the wisdom of the experience was
understood. The basic foundation of this understanding is represented in The
Book of Truth. Because I suddenly knew Myself as the creator of all things, I
also knew how it was done, as if I had remembered something I had always
known. I understood I had created My reality and the experience of life leading
to My enlightenment. I also knew I would create the rest of My human
experience, so I decided to think big. I decided to create a world that knows
peace. It is already done.
My world and My reality were immediately and completely transformed. As I
reflected on the condition of the world in My ‘normal’ state of conscience, I
understood that it too was relative to perception, that these are illusions I created
to challenge and empower My spirit. This is the world I am transforming! This is
the world that will know Our divinity!
I began asking in the profound knowledge I would receive, an essential key to
happiness. I asked that I be connected with others who share this truth, that I
never be seduced by the illusion of the world around Me. I awoke to a world
glowing with new light; I am awake and dreaming.

Your Truth
I can tell You that You are Love, the source of all creation. I can tell You that
You are a creative being, that You created the entire universe before You created
Yourself. I can tell You that You created every event in Your life and that You are
creating every event in Your future; any dream You believe You can have, You
will know. I can tell You that no matter what You do, You will one day discover
Your divinity. As wonderful as it all sounds, You may still choose not to believe
Me.
Yet herein lays the perfection of Love and the truth I have created. No matter
what You choose to believe, You can only prove truth is Love for you are
creating Your truth, Your reality. If You choose to believe that You are not
creating Your own experience, then believing you are not the creator becomes
the reality of Your experience! You will believe that all things are beyond Your
control and Your reality will continue to provide You with unpredictable events
to reinforce this truth.

I know I am creation, so everything in My reality reflects this truth, today was
no exception. As I sat here thinking of ways to demonstrate how a person’s
reality is influenced by their belief, a friend called and invited Me to visit her
church. Although I am not a Christian, We had shared some spiritual
conversations about how truth is revealed metaphorically in the bible and found
common ground, so I was quite happy to go.
The church is part of a larger Christian school accommodating prekindergarten up to grade twelve, the final secondary school year in Canada. The
service was unlike anything I had ever seen, complete with electric guitars,
drums, a keyboard, three vocalists singing some kind of Christian rock music
and displaying the lyrics on large screens at the front when they were not
providing live feeds of the performers. After the service My friend attended a
group meeting for a few minutes and left Me with her younger brother and two
of his friends, all roughly fifteen years old. They gave Me a tour of the facility,
one of the last stops being a science classroom. I saw a textbook on one of the
shelves and the word ‘evolution’ on the front cover caught my attention. I asked
the children how teachers incorporated science in the classroom without
disputing the word of the bible. “We learn about evolution and science, but we
know we shouldn’t believe it. It is only to test our faith.”
I knew this conversation was critical to this Book and a perfect example of
how what You believe becomes Your truth. There is no amount of proof that will
change what these children believe they already know. They have fully accepted
the bible as the word of God and every word, every story it contains is a factual
tale of our existence, at least to them. Adam and Eve were the first two people
created by God and all other people on the planet were spawned from their
children. When I asked why We all look so different, “My science teacher told us
that he believes Adam and Eve were black because it is much easier for people
to change from black to white than it is to change from white to black.”
I will address this dialogue further, for now I only want to demonstrate how
very different Our realities can be depending on the truth We accept. The world I
know is dramatically different from the reality of the world these boys are
experiencing.
If You believe You already know what We are, where We came from, why We
are here, who or what God is, then it matters not how conclusive or perfect any
truth may be. The conviction of Your beliefs has already determined Your truth
and the reality of Your human experience.
However, if You consider that science, philosophy and religion are all trying
to provide answers to the same Five Key Questions, We can begin to reveal all
these teachings in a new light. We can begin to see how similarities in these

strings of thought vastly outnumber the differences. We do not have to change
Our beliefs, We need only change Our perspective, begin looking at things
differently. We can begin to understand how one truth can allow us to develop
greater spiritual understanding and tolerance.
For You to be here reading this Book is of the utmost significance. In order to
find truth, to know it and understand it, We must first be asking for it. I thank
You sincerely for picking up this Book, for asking. I know all things have come
into Your life with intention. To get the most from this read, I would like to ask
You to suspend disbelief. Entertain the idea that You are the creator, that it is at
least possible. This will allow You to experience the full potential of the Book
without feeling threatened by My ideas. I can show You new beauty in the world
around Us, that there is a divine purpose for Our being, that the future We will
know is glorious. When You are finished reading, You can believe the entire
Book is a work of fiction, that the world and truth I created is only a fantasy. But
if the fantasy seems greater than the reality You know, I hope you will believe it
could be true, believe that I might be right. I hope that you will keep this dream
firm in Your mind and together We will create it.

Collective Truth
In a place of asking where all is received, I asked that I should live in a world
that knows peace and knew it was already done. Yet how it was done would
remain unknown, left to My creation. As I began to consider how it could be
done, the answer seemed obvious. If everyone knew their creative potential, if
everyone understood what We are… Peace would be achieved almost instantly.
My thoughts are creative and will determine the future of My reality; the same
is true of You and everyone else. Whether We know it or not, We created the
world We know now and Our collective conscience will determine the world We
can know. In order to know truth, We must want to know it. As long as We
accept the world as it is, it remains the same. When We ask to know a better
existence for humanity, We will have it.
You asked for truth when you picked up this Book. Anyone who chose to be
part of a religious organization joined because they were asking for truth or
because they believe they have already found it. Philosophy, psychology and
theology provide us with countless answers in the way of ideas about truth and
science is determined to find undeniable physical evidence of truth. Collectively,
We are asking! We are not only asking for truth, We have been asking for
thousands of years! We shall have everything We believe We can have. The only

reason We haven’t found truth is because We were not yet ready to know it.
Fortunately, truth cannot be denied and We are ready now. Lies will
eventually be exposed but truth will remain. Truth has been revealed to Us over
and over again, in every single thing We do. Collectively We understand Our
incredible power to overcome, to achieve Our every desire. We wanted to fly,
and invented the airplane. We wanted to find the smallest thing, discovered the
atom and made it smaller. We wanted to go to the moon and soon You will be
able to book a vacation to the new space complex, some already have
reservations. History and science cannot deny that collectively there is nothing
We have sought to do that We cannot achieve. It is never a question of what We
can do, only ‘what will We do next and how long will it take?’
Collective self is the macrocosm of self, a reflection of what We are
individually. In the microcosm of Our individual experience, the same laws
apply. We are only separated from every dream We believe We can have by time.
Yet the combination of the appearance of Our apparent reality and the separation
of Our dreams by time is very powerful in the personal experience. Often the
dream itself is limited, becoming the product of Our individual experience and
the appearance of a very limited reality.
So when will We choose peace and how long will it take? Just as the
macrocosm is a reflection or Our individual experience, Our individual
experience is the light reflected by Our collective self. We will choose peace
when You choose to accept Love.
This Book is created with divine wisdom and intent to allow You to know
Your own divinity, to know truth. I will create the possibility of a world that can
know peace; it is for You to accept. Even as I undertook the writing of this Book,
more and more information came to Me daily, giving Me personal confirmation
of truth, helping Me share it with You. As You continue to read My Book, You
will begin to notice Your own life changing. As I write about philosophies and
ideas they will be reflected by other sources in Your own reality. The more You
notice these ‘coincidences’ the less coincidental they will seem, the closer You
will be to understanding truth and connecting with Your divine being.
Remembering truth is to know Your divinity, the ‘superhuman’ You.
The superhuman You knows ultimate happiness and bliss in any moment,
even when You have nothing, overcomes any sickness and remains healthy,
recognizes every problem as a means to knowing new perfection, understands all
things between You and Your dreams are spiritual challenges You created to
experience ultimate glory. You will begin to delight in Your new superhuman
power of creation until You believe You can do anything… and You will.
The more You understand truth, the more You will want to believe it. This

Book will continue to reveal that We will. I will show You why it was necessary
to create the world We know now, that it too is part of a Divine Principle that
will allow Us to know humanity’s most glorious existence. My own awakening
is part of this process, an answer to the calling of collective conscience. When
one becomes enlightened, they shed a little light on the world around them,
waking others as they walk their path. This in turn wakes others who share their
light until eventually the world becomes so bright, no one is left in the dark. I
will show You how Love is unfolding, that there are many enlightened beings
walking among Us, sharing truth. The world has slept long enough; We are
finally ready to wake up.

The Book of Love

Chapter One: Philosophical Love
Genesis: Love is Conceived

Logical Love
To find Our own truth, We first have to forget everything We think We know.
If You know everything, I can teach You nothing. If You can pretend to know
nothing, I can teach You everything. You once knew nothing; You have learned
everything You know now.
There is much debate over creation theories. But if We choose to forget
everything We think We know and apply Our own wisdom to the debate We can
find a very logical truth. Too often We are told something and immediately
accept it; We don’t take the time to apply Our own wisdom. It is far more
convenient to accept the truth of others than to figure things out for Ourselves.
Day to day life has enough problems; You don’t need to trouble Yourself with
the meaning of life. And if there is no clear answer, there will always be
someone like Me hoping to find the answer and reveal it to the world. Well, here
it is.
To explain the origin of the universe We must first consider the origin of
everything We know. Our logic is based on everything We know now and
determines Our ability to solve the problem. At the same time, everything We
know has kept Us from realizing the truth We keep finding. Our logical
reasoning is based on what We observe around Us: the flower comes from the
seed; the baby comes from its mother, the egg from the chicken, the chicken
from the egg. Everything We know came from something else.
In this way We trace all things back to one thing from which We believe all
other things must have come. Two of the most popular ideas are the ‘Big Bang’
theory and ‘God’. The ‘Big Bang’ theory simplified suggests that the universe
originated from one finite source of energy that is continually expanding. The
‘God’ theory suggests that the universe, earth, humanity and all things in
existence were created by a powerful entity that has always been and always will
be.
However, each of these philosophies faces critical problems. The Big Bang
theory cannot account for the placement of the original energy source from
which all other things sprang forth. The God theory faces the same challenge
because We immediately want to know where God came from. God faces
additional problems in that God is very vague, having many opposing definitions
and names determined by Our faith and religious background. The very logic

that dictates all things come from something does not conform to either model.
Our perception of the world around Us does not allow logic to confirm either
finding.
We can’t solve the problem using Our current system of logic because We
believe We already know the answer. Our thoughts and beliefs are incredibly
powerful creative tools. So long as We continue to believe that all things come
from something else We can never know truth; something interferes with Our
understanding because even the first something must always have come from
something else. Looking for something is an endless quest, so logic and reason
beg us to remove something from the equation.
When We remove something, We are left with nothing. Nothing is the finite
source We are looking for and We can’t find it because We are too busy looking
for something. We do not believe that something can come out of nothing but
We have never really considered the possibility. The moment We begin to
entertain the idea that all things come from nothing, Our own world and reality
begin to change dramatically.
The concept supports both scientific and spiritualist creation theories.
Scientists will stop trying to break things down knowing there can be nothing
smaller or more finite than nothing and nothing (or anti-matter to scientists) will
be revealed as an infinite source of energy. Spiritualists will agree that before
there was God there was nothing, intrinsically and metaphorically representing
that God has existed since the beginning of time and from God all other things
were created.
Nothing is also undeniably reflected in the microcosm of personal experience.
The moment We change Our perception We see things differently. The flower
was nothing before the seed was created; the baby was nothing before it was
conceived, the egg was nothing before the chicken created it, and the chicken
was nothing before the egg was created. The very same truth can be observed in
Our own reality by a mere shift in perception.
There really is no other logical explanation. Nothing as the source of creation
lays the groundwork to further understanding a relationship that exists between
science and spirituality while giving reason and purpose to Our own existence.
Nothing is essentially the absence of something; it cannot be broken down or
divided any further, it can never be anything less than it already is; there can be
no more finite a source. When science accepts this as the source of creation, of
matter itself, they will finally be satisfied that they will not find anything
smaller. Nothing as the starting point of all creation actually supports the
spiritualist ideology! Spirituality claims God has unlimited creative potential,
has always been and always will be; that there was nothing before God.

Even though this theory fits beautifully, scientists and spiritualists alike will
still want to know how nothing can be such an infinite source of energy and why
it spontaneously decided to create the universe. It still offers little to explain Our
purpose and existence. We will want to know what happened to nothing. Only
when We accept nothing as the source can We begin looking for the catalyst to
explain this immense force of creation - We can begin to ask why. Again, We
must use Our own divine wisdom to answer this question.
By acknowledging nothing as the source of creation, We give life to the very
essence of nothing; nothing becomes something. This is also the first clue in
understanding its infinite creative potential. When We seek to understand what
that something is, We find Love.

Thoughtful Love
“I think, therefore I am” - Descartes
The catalyst to nothing’s creative power is thought. The most humble thing in
existence knew it was there! This may at first sound highly improbable, yet
spiritualists will not argue that some great unseen God had incredible ability to
manifest Our universe from nothing and most certainly knew it was there.
Similarly, new discoveries in quantum physics have recently revealed that tiny
particles not only have sentience, but are aware of being observed! We now
know that even some of the smallest particles, electrons, not only know when
they are being watched but behave differently! Once again, previous
observations of Our world have prevented Us from being able to fully
understand the implications of Our greatest scientific achievements. We have all
the answers now; We just need to put them together. We cannot open nothing
because We are already inside it! We will have to open Our minds if We want to
know truth.
We must understand that not even ‘nothing’ could exist until it was aware of
itself! As I was explaining this to My friend at work, He told Me that the theory
sounds great but repeats the chicken versus egg scenario. He has recently noticed
that songs We talk about seem to play on the radio soon after and is very
supportive of My philosophies (I didn’t bother to tell Him I had used the chicken
versus egg scenario the previous day). I told him that it is not like the chicken
versus egg scenario in that there is no sequence of events. It doesn’t matter if
nothing was there before thought because without knowing of itself (and without
anything else to know of it) it could not exist! This is the first event, there was
nothing before it; there could be nothing before it, but it had not yet happened.

Time is the measurement of events and nothing had not yet happened; so time
did not exist. The very first thought to come out of nothing was a feeling; the
simplest, most modest desire ‘to be’. In that instant, nothing happened, nothing
was conceived… The nothing that could became something; the something was
Love.
As a writer, truth has a great sense of humour. The reason We can’t answer the
riddle of creation is because as long as We are looking for something We will
always find it but it won’t answer Our question because We should be looking
for nothing. But if We start looking for nothing and find nothing, We’re
disappointed. Similarly, I could say that thought is the source of creation and
You would say that nothing can come from thought alone; and You would be
right, nothing can come from thought alone! Only when We acknowledge that
nothing is something, the something, can We begin to appreciate it. Just as
thought allowed nothing to know it was something, so too will lending thought
to the possibility of nothing allow Us to understand its infinite potential as the
source of creation. Until then, We are very much limited by Our perception of
what things are.
The purest most finite nature of nothing is in itself the explanation for its
infinite potential. Thought gave life to nothing, allowed it to know it was
something, the first thing, the only thing. And this is why the something is Love.
‘To be’ even the most modest thing, ‘to be’ nothing is infinitely greater than not
being anything.

Feeling Love
‘To be, or not to be, that is the question’ - W. Shakespeare
I am often emphatically sharing My ideas with others and many people
introduce Me to other authors they feel share My philosophies. One such writer
is Eckhart Tolley and I was introduced to His book A New Earth; Awakening to
Your Life’s Purpose as I was in the final editing stages of this Book. His words
clearly echo My belief in an evolutionary shift in conscience and I would like to
take a moment here to acknowledge some of His wisdom as it pertains to this
work
Tolle debunks Descartes philosophy and explains that the mechanics of
thinking are the root of the ego and humanity’s problems. However, the
statement ‘I think, therefor I am’ was what Descartes called primary truth in
answer to his question “Is there anything I can know with absolute certainty?” In

answer to the question posed, I am compelled to agree with Descartes, though I
do not disagree with Tolle. The primary principle to understand here is that Tolle
is speaking of varying levels of thought, or conciousness. Awareness of self is
the root thought and the truth of Our being, the force of creation. Thoughts We
attach to the identity of self form the ego as it is described in Tolle’s A New
Earth. My hope is to develop deeper understanding of the Divine Principle while
keeping the material as simple as possible, presenting thought as two essential
components of conscience that explain where We are now in relation to the
Divine Principle.
If one can conceive that the nothing from which We all came knew it was
there, We can begin to understand what Love is. In the instant of self awareness,
nothing was infinitely greater than it had been, for until nothing knew it was
there, it did not exist at all. This euphoric experience of self awareness (being) is
the driving force of creation. This is why creation is Love. The first thought was
sentience, the purest, most blissful feeling.
This may be the most difficult concept in the entire book to comprehend and
yet it is perhaps the single most critical element in understanding what We truly
are and why We are here. Thought, sentience, even of nothing is the most
euphoric, blissful experience and the source of all creation, the greatest thing
there is to know. It could be nothing less, for it was the first thing, there was
nothing else! The grandest, highest thought in existence, the most sublime
feeling was to know self, to be… And yet there was no way to know just how
grand and sublime this feeling was because it was the only feeling. Love was
aware of itself, it knew it was there and that was great; but there was nothing
else to know!
This is where the law of duality comes into play, the ‘Yin and Yang’ of life:
night and day, dark and light, black and white, male and female, up and down,
big and small, nothing and everything… None of these things can know what
they are without the other. In order for Love to know what Love was, It needed
an opposing object of reference - Love would have to create something that was
not Love. Of course, this was impossible because Love is everything and could
never be less.
However, because Love is thought, Love’s creative potential is the infinite
possibility of imagination. Every new thought, every new idea was immediately
realized. When Love wondered what it was to be this great nothing, Love
immediately realized it was everything. This discovery was even more euphoric
than knowing only nothing. In wondering what it was to be everything, Love
became many things and thus Love’s creative potential was realized and such

was the nature of Love’s growth, becoming continuously grander with each new
understanding of self, growing greater in every moment, more blissful with
every question … This was the key to solving Love’s law of duality dilemma.
Time as We understand it, is a measure of the sequence of events, so time was
created when Love was conceived. Time and Love had begun, but neither one
could ever end. Because Love could never be less than it was and would only
become greater in every moment, each new event would only increase the
measure of time. Time had begun, but it was synchronized with Love, so it too
could have no end. In this way, time was irrelevant to Love, Love was endless…
But time allowed for Love’s evolution, the sequence of events that would be
Love’s continuous quest to know self.
Each part of Love shared Love’s properties, for each part was Love, unlimited
creative potential becoming ever greater with each new understanding of self.
Each part of Love was also integral to Love’s complete understanding of self, so
no part of Love was any more or less significant than another. Wet to know dry,
hard to know soft, round to know square… Similarly, no part of Love could ever
be greater than the totality of Love, for it would always be only one fraction of
Love. As parts of Love became greater with each new understanding of self, just
as Love did, each part could only eventually evolve to become like Love, for
Love was (and always would be) the greatest thing.
As these parts of Love became like Love, they felt just as Love did,
overwhelmed with the bliss of their own divinity. This caused these parts of
Love to desire to remain apart from Love, free to forever experience the bliss of
their existence believing nothing could be greater. Time would force them to
remember and Love would know how grand it truly is.

Chapter Two: Love Asks, “What Am I?”
The Evolution of Love Unfolds in the Continuous Quest to Know Self

Evolving Love
“Come up to meet You, tell You I’m sorry,
You don’t know how lovely You are.” - Coldplay, ‘The Scientist’
I can’t help but feel slightly saddened to know that religious institutions feel
so threatened by developments in science and technology. If these institutions
practiced more of what they preach, would they not take comfort in knowing that
truth will be revealed, that the God they speak of will not be denied? If they
were so sure and steadfast in their faith, would they not believe that science and
nature could do nothing less than unveil the same truth of God, perhaps adding
new insight to their scriptures?
The theory of evolution has been debated ever since Darwin first published his
findings on natural selection. Yet I think that evolution is perhaps the most
beautiful, undeniable and explicit depiction of how the truth of Love unfolds in
the world around Us. Consider once again that law which I previously explained
to be one of the most basic concepts to grasp and the most critical to complete
understanding of this Book - the law of duality. Love could not truly know how
great it was without first knowing what Love was not.
Evolution is a perfect example of Love’s endless quest to know self revealed
to Us in the natural world. If We consider that all things have sentience (even the
nothing existing between them) then We can begin to understand the
evolutionary process and the truth I have created for You is perfectly logical.
Each thing, each part of Love became ever greater with each new understanding
of self.
To see this truth reflected on Our own planet, We need only consider the most
basic life forms that emerged. The sun, a massive collection of parts from Love
knowing themselves as fire were an incredibly great thing to be, for they allowed
cold things to know what they were while allowing fire to know it was hot. It
also allowed parts of Love knowing themselves as ice to know they could
change form and become water, allowing fire and water to realize new creative
potential. In wondering just how great water was it took energy from the sun and
oxygen from the air, allowing water, oxygen and fire to know new greatness as
the three elements created the most basic life forms in the ocean. The most basic
forms in the ocean knew they were great for they were something new, the first

forms of life! But they also understood they were not greater than any one of the
other three elements for each was essential to their creation.
In this way, all parts of Love were working harmoniously together, continually
developing greater understanding of self with each new creation, each
contributing to Love’s complete understanding of self; no part any more or less
significant than another. It is Our human misconception that only that which We
call ‘life’ has awareness of self. All things have awareness of self and were
always becoming something more than they were, greater with each new
understanding of self.
So, new life forms emerged as Love continued to understand new levels of
greatness in every moment. Thought continued to be the driving force of
creation, each new thing wondering what more it could be and becoming that
thing. Eventually, the reflection of Love was created on earth, a being that
possessed Love’s creative power of thought with the physical form to reshape
the planet. It was truly the greatest being on earth, the human being, Love on
earth. This being would know its divinity and it would be its demise. The
evolution of Love’s quest to know self would come to fruition. Yin and yang, the
law of duality, would finally be achieved.
Many people consider humanity to be the greatest, most beautiful,
sophisticated, intelligent being on earth. Still others would argue that We are the
most ignorant and barbaric; comparable to a virus, destroying the planet and
consuming Mother Earth. Both statements are true.
In the beginning, when humanity first evolved to become Love on earth, We
knew We were part of everything Love is. We knew We were the first being that
could use Love’s creative power of thought to manipulate the environment and
carve out whatever blissful existence We could conceive. We knew We were
great, but We also knew We were only one part of everything that Love is; We
did not think We were any greater than the earth that provided the floor to walk
on, the trees that provided shelter from the elements, the water We drank, the
animals We ate. We knew all things were equally important and significant to the
existence of Our own being.
As Love continued to evolve, the beings of Love became greater and greater
in every moment, understanding more and more of their creative capacity until
We began to know Our individual greatness. We enjoyed the experience of being
Love so much We never wanted it to end. We forgot how great the totality of
Love is, We became Love divided. We believed Our existence was limited,
thereby losing Our divinity, finally evolving to become what Love is not. Love’s
evolution was nearly complete. But herein lays the greatest oversight of the
evolutionary process…

Endless Love
“… You can squawk and wait for word from above,
And change Yourself into something You Love when You leave.” – The
Tragically Hip, ‘Leave’
Although We study evolution, dig up fossils and try to determine the roots of
Our greatest ancestors, We don’t seem to spend too much time considering the
implications of what it all means. We have uncovered enough fossils already to
support Darwin’s theory of natural selection, suggesting every new being
becomes something greater than it was in order to survive the conditions of its
ever changing environment. We also collectively believe We are evolution’s
greatest achievement; that intelligence, mind, thought is the successful trait that
has allowed Us to adapt to various environmental conditions, made Us master of
the animal kingdom and develop Our own world with sophisticated
infrastructure and technology. But what does it all mean?
If We know that the world has been ravaged by savage meteor storms, floods,
ice age’s and other global catastrophes, that despite all these major cosmic
events life not only continues but flourishes, should We not be learning that life
is endless? Remember, the world and everything We collectively know is the
macrocosmic reflection of Our personal experience, truth can be found
everywhere if We choose to see it. Evolution suggests that life does not end, it
simply changes form. More importantly, it always becomes something greater
than it was. This is what evolution is trying to teach Us. If We learn from this
example, knowing that life is an endless quest to know new greatness, what can
this teach Us about humanity and Our personal experience?
We have already determined that it is Our brain, mind, thought; that has led
Us to the top of the food chain. Are We to think that We are the end product of
evolution? Surely not… If We are not, what would be the end result? What being
could be greater than Us? And what being would be greater than that? To what
being would evolution eventually lead, what is the greatest thing that could ever
be? (This is a trick question, the answer is Love.)
Once again, evolution has presented Us with sufficient evidence to suggest
where We are going and what We might become but We are too busy digging up
million year old fossils and studying history to take notice of how it is shaping
Our world now. If We can learn from what We observe in nature, evolution is
perhaps the most significant scientific proof of what We are and where We are
headed.

Evolution has not stopped; it is a continuous process that is accelerating with
increasing velocity in every moment. Mind is of critical importance. Thought
gives Us Our creative capacity, the ability to invent, to make new discoveries
and these are how We measure the speed of the evolutionary process.
Fortunately, it was also thought that allowed Us to believe We are not part of
everything Love is.
Everything from the smallest particle to the space between particles knows of
itself and of its relationship to all other parts of Love. That part of Our brain
which We call the subconscious mind knows what We are, knows Our
relationship to all other things, all other beings. It is Our conscious mind, that
part of Us that We use to create and think that has allowed for Our evolution, the
ability to believe We are not part of everything that is, that We are not Love. Our
conscious mind is what allowed Us to develop the sense of self separating Us
from the subconscious mind that knows We are Love. The law of duality is
reflected in Our own brain!
Fortunately for Us, this is all part of the Divine Principle, the Yin and Yang. In
order to appreciate what We are, just like Love, We need to first know what We
are not– so We forgot We are Love. This allowed Us to know the totality of
Love’s glory when We died. Remembering what We were, knowing We had
been the physical experience of Love without even knowing it… How could We
desire anything less than to come back and try to remember Love on earth, to
appreciate that which We are! And this is where We are now.

Conceptual Love
The world We know and all the information in it is the macrocosm of Our
personal experience, a massive example of what We are individually. I have
shown You how the truth of Love’s continuous quest to know self is revealed in
Darwin’s theory of evolution. Nothing was conceived and Love was born. Love
became greater with each new understanding of self, evolving to become the
infinitely complex beings We are today.
The theory of evolution is a perfect example of how the macrocosm reflects
the personal human experience. You were nothing before you were conceived.
From the moment You were conceived (thought of), You evolved to become the
infinitely complex being You are today. Have You ever considered who
conceived of You? Was it Your mother, Your father, or did You conceive of
Yourself?
I understand how much a concept like this can boggle the mind. However, is it

really such a ridiculous notion to consider that You chose to be here? That You
chose Your mother and Your father so that You could have exactly the
experience of life You know now? If You were nothing before You were
conceived, then how is it not possible that You gave Your mother and Your
father the thoughts that brought them together? We may know that ideas are
generated in the brain, yet We have little control over the random thoughts that
enter Our mind, the people We fall in Love with… Ideas seem to spring forth
from nowhere (nothing). Yet You know You were nothing before You were
conceived. If You were aware of Yourself, even when You were nothing, just as
Love was, then how is it such a ridiculous notion to suggest You were the one to
put those thoughts there? You desired ‘to be’ and were then conceived by Your
parents.
I apologize. My friends and family who have encouraged and inspired the
writing of this Book have told Me that I should be careful not to get too
philosophical or I could lose readership. But remember that I am encouraging
You to think, to find Your own truth. The main point to understand is that from
the moment of Your conception, You became something. Did You know of
Yourself the moment the sperm cell entered the egg, or were You the sperm that
could, destined to know Yourself, to prove You were the best of millions? Or do
You believe You did not know of Yourself until the brain started to develop?
Perhaps mom’s brain was doing all the work in the early stages and You had no
awareness of self. Yet Your mom would tell You that even if she knew a baby
was developing in her womb, She had no conscious notion of how it was being
done.
This is another key to understanding the infinite wisdom that exists in all
things, regardless how primitive or insignificant they may seem. Your
subconscious mind contains infinite wisdom; all the knowledge it needed to
create the child that formed in Your mother’s womb, the infinitely complex
being You have grown to become. Even now, Your subconscious mind is
performing millions of simultaneous calculations to keep all of Your bodily
functions in perfect balance… And You believe You are not perfect! How could
You ask to be any more perfect?
From nothing You were conceived and evolved to become the great being You
are now. When You were first born, You were infinitely wise, still in touch with
the subconscious mind You used to create Yourself, knowing only that You
would become greater in every moment, that You would become anything You
dreamed to be. People began to teach You what You could be and what You
could not be. Some of these things You believed, some You would disregard.
Observations of the world around You allowed You to interpret information and

tell Your conscious mind what You could or could not become. The culmination
of all of this information together determined the person You believed You could
be. So, what are You now? Are You everything You dreamed You would be? If
You are not, You should become that thing, for one day You will realize that the
dream is all You came here to know. The more ridiculous and difficult it seems,
the more glorious the realization of it will be. Believe You can and You will.
Once upon a time, You knew this was true.
If We learn from the macrocosmic example of evolution then We know that
life does not end, it only changes form, always becoming continuously greater.
Sadly, most of Us have learned to fear death, to believe that death is the end. But
the truth I am trying to share is that from the moment You were conceived, You
could never be less, just like Love. You are the perfect reflection of Love, You
are one part of Love. You can never not know Yourself; You can only continue
to discover more about how divine and perfect You really are with each new
understanding. If You do not discover this now, You will realize this when You
leave; Love is what You came here to know. You will desire only to come back
and the experience of life will start all over again, all the knowledge You hold
now tucked away once again in the depths of Your subconscious as You recreate
Yourself with a brand new conscience. Just like the example from the
macrocosm of Our world, You are continually evolving. Death is an illusion of
mortality that will allow You to appreciate the limitless potential of Your
immortal being… Yin and Yang.
Forgetting is only one part of the Divine Principle.

Forgetting Love
How and why would We choose to forget We are Love?
When Love first evolved to become humanity, We knew We were Love on
earth. The infinite wisdom contained in what We now call the subconscious
mind was the only mind We had. It was Our connection to all that Love is,
allowing Us to know the magnificence of Our new being, a being that had the
capacity to use its mind and superior physical form to shape the earth, to create.
We knew We were divine, but We knew We were only one part of all that
enabled Us ‘to be’. We were still one with nature. We knew We lived in a world
of abundance, grateful to all that We had provided for Our glorious beings of
Love on earth to flourish.
We did not yet have language and there had been no need. We communicated
with the force of creation, the divine power of Our thoughts. However, humanity

was spread across this great earth. The resources available to numerous groups
of humanity were diverse and so too were the needs of each of the early tribes.
Communication by thought was no longer favourable so humanity began to
ignore the subconscious mind, desiring independent thought. Natural selection
favoured the development of conscious mind over subconscious communication.
At first humanity simply ignored subconscious mind, gesturing and using their
vocal capacity to communicate with other members of their group. As Love
continued to evolve, so too did the conscious mind as humanity began to develop
more sophisticated forms of communication through primitive artwork.
Eventually humanity completely lost its ability to communicate by thought and
developed language but was still very much in tune with their connection to
Love.
Humanity celebrated its connection with Love through artwork and language,
using these new early forms of communication to share the truth of Love with
their tribe. But as conscious mind continued to develop, humanity’s connection
with the subconscious mind continued to decrease and truth of their being
became dependent on the verbal understanding, stories and depictions of art
passed down by each generation.
Humanity knew itself only as the most divine being, the reflection of Love on
earth. But as humanity grew it reunited with other groups who appeared similar
but had different skin colour, spoke in different tongues and worshipped gods
with different names, each group knowing their self as the most divine being.
This caused humanity to question its divinity as tribes wished to assert their
greatness over other tribes, not realizing these were different parts from the same
Love, worshipping the same God(s) by (a) different name(s). Love was divided
and Love was forgotten; so began humanity’s downward spiral.
It was all part of the Divine Principle.
Institutions of modern society were created from a divided humanity that
continue to prevent Us from remembering Love.

Religious Love
After losing its connection to subconscious mind that allowed Us to know We
are Love, humanity’s conscious mind sought to understand self. Religion is the
oldest example of Our continuous quest to know self as Love, offering answers
to the Five Key Questions presented in the Book of Truth. Religion is the first
example of how institutions have forgotten Love.

Part One: The Word of God

Religion will tell You that God is Love. I will tell You that Love is God.
This may be a very long chapter so before I get too far into it, I do want to
make note of one small but significant observation I made about the ‘book’ of
God. Generally speaking, this book is often referred to as “The Word of God”.
The reason I point this out is because I say that truth is revealed virtually
everywhere and there is a very subtle one to be found here. Whether You have
read it or not, You are surely aware this is a very big book, a long read with
many words. Yet I have never heard this book called ‘the words of God’.
Whoever it was that coined the phrase, knew that if God were to summarize all
of His book into one word, it could only be Love. The word of God is Love.

Part Two: Fact vs. Fiction

I am not a religious man, but I am deeply spiritual. There are many truths
reflected in the bible, the problem is they are most often preached by people who
do not understand them and this creates many problems. This is probably the
best time to readdress the fifteen year old boys from the science room of their
Christian school. How can I reasonably endorse religion when it so clearly
promotes ignorance in the developing minds of children? I don’t even want to
know what they were suggesting when they told Me it is easier for black people
to become white than it is for white people to become black! I was truly
horrified, it gives whole new meaning to the expression ‘blind faith’.
Furthermore, these boys began telling Me that if I believed in evolution, I had
been tempted by the devil and that I would have to answer to God for My sins!
Thankfully, they didn’t tell Me I would go to hell; they said that would be up
to God! Good thing I know Him well.
Religion insists the truth of God will be revealed and cannot be denied;
imposters will be exposed and will answer to God for their sins. So then why is
the church so intimidated by science and technology? Why have they worked so
tirelessly over the millennia to cover up new discoveries forcing great minds like
Newton, Darwin, Galileo and countless other scientists, philosophers and
astrologers to work in secrecy? Really, I ask You to think about this very
seriously. What is it that the church is so afraid of? That their lies will be

exposed? If the church had an open mind from the beginning and welcomed new
discoveries, they would be able to move forward with science. They would
understand that the bible and other gospels were never intended to be taken
literally; they are metaphors of the same truth. The truth of Love is very difficult
to explain even with all the evidence of Our modern world. It was much easier to
create simple stories with a spiritual message. If the church had taken an open
minded approach from the beginning, today they would be excited to see
developments like those of quantum physics, could profess to the world ‘I told
You so…’ as the truth of Love becomes unveiled everywhere We look.
I do not think the bible is a terrible book full of lies, I think it is full of great
wisdom when understood and taught properly. I admit I am only now reading it
in its entirety for the first time, but already I could easily write a full novel
teaching exactly the same philosophies I am sharing here just by interpreting
biblical stories. I’d probably end up with a bounty on My head, but this Book
will likely have the same result. But how does that expression go… “No such
thing as bad publicity…”? For now I will share only one.
Adam and Eve is a perfect example of how a breakthrough like Darwin’s
theory of evolution could have supported the church by giving deeper meaning
to their scriptures and helping them move forward with the times. Ironically, it is
also the biblical story that caused the boys to dismiss Darwin’s theory of
evolution so the explanation seems appropriate. I will show You how it is
actually a metaphor for his work.
Here is a very rough biblical summary of the story.
God created a perfect paradise called the Garden of Eden. From this garden
He took a piece of earth and moulded the perfect man in His own image.
Although the garden was beautiful Adam did not have a companion and
appeared lonely. So God once again reached down, took one of Adam’s ribs and
created the woman Eve so that Adam would have a friend to share his paradise.
Then God told them that the garden was full of beautiful animals and wonderful
fruit trees. They were free to eat from any of the fruit trees except for the Tree of
Knowledge, an apple tree in the middle of the garden. Eating from this tree
would allow them to know all things God knew but having His knowledge was
strictly forbidden. If they did not obey God they would be cast out from the
Garden of Eden. They would toil hard to make a life for themselves and Eve
would suffer painful childbirth, they would wither with age and eventually die.
As long as they did not eat the forbidden fruit, they would never experience any
pain or suffering, they would never age or die and they could enjoy the garden
for eternity. Then God left Adam and Eve to enjoy the Garden of Eden. For a
time, life was wonderful and Adam and Eve experienced much joy and

happiness in God’s paradise. One day, a serpent appeared in the Garden and
persuaded Eve to tempt Adam with the forbidden fruit. Unable to resist Eve’s
charms, Adam ate the fruit and God was angry. He cast Adam and Eve out of the
Garden to endure the pain and suffering as He had promised.
Now, this is a very loose translation, but here is the interpretation as it relates
to the truth in this book:
The Garden of Eden is earth, created by Love. Adam represents Love’s
evolution to know self, emerging from the oceans to become the earliest stages
of humanity, Love on earth (symbolic of God creating Adam from earth).
Created in God’s image simply refers to Love on earth (Love (God) has no
physical image), a being that would create with thought as Love does. Eve
represents the necessity for Yin and Yang reflected in the human form. This
being knows it is a great being, but does not yet understand its individual
creative capacity. Humanity is still connected to Love by the subconscious mind
and has not yet developed conscious awareness; humanity does not yet know
self. Humanity knows it is only one part of the totality of Love’s endless quest to
know self, still at one with nature. Earth is a paradise abundant with everything
humanity needs to flourish, life is endless for death is not feared but understood
as a continuous process, thereby being eternal. Humanity enjoys the experience
for a time and conscious mind continues to develop sense of self. Humanity
begins to question individual self – humanity asks ‘what am I?’ In the biblical
version, this is the serpent asking Eve to tempt Adam with the forbidden fruit.
Love and all of its parts (including humanity) are on a continuous quest to know
self; self knowledge is essential to the totality of Love’s complete understanding
of self. This is reflected by Eve offering the apple to Adam; Adam is powerless
to resist Eve as man’s necessity to procreate is essential to the continuation of the
species, just as humanity is powerless to not know self for it is essential to
Love’s complete understanding. Humanity knows self as Love, the most divine
being. Humanity believes individual self is greater than all other beings. Adam
taking only one bite of the apple is symbolic of humanity knowing only one part
of Love; humanity knows individual self as Love, but does not understand it is
also part of the totality of Love for it does not yet have all the knowledge
contained in the apple. Humanity believes self Love is greater than the totality of
Love and begins to fear death, not wanting to return to Love. Fear enters the
minds of humanity and the world is no longer the paradise it once was, symbolic
of Adam and Eve being cast from the Garden of Eden.
If religious institutions were less fearful of theories like evolution they would
understand how they do not dispute their scriptures, but support them and allow
for deeper understanding.

Part Three: “Ask and though shall receive” - the bible.

Religion preaches much and practices little. Religion is the king of hypocrisy.
Religion will teach You not to judge while condemning Me for bringing You
new thoughts. Religion will tell You not to be greedy while hoarding wealth to
build glorious institutions for teachers adorned in the finest of fabrics. Religion
will teach You not to kill, though religion is responsible for the death of millions
who have chosen independent thought over the church or any faith other than
their own. Above all, they have taken from humanity the sacred truth of Love
which humanity seeks to know most, called it God and used it to manipulate
humanity by way of terror, insisting God will condemn You, that You will burn
in hell for eternity if You so much as question their gospel. Blind faith,
ignorance, is all the church has left.
‘If You know everything, I can teach You nothing.’
Although I am a free thinker, I had been to church several times and had a
basic understanding of what was being taught. The problem was nothing I heard
made sense in My heart. At a very early age the church was telling Me that if I
did not believe them, I would go to hell. I remember telling My mom on the way
home from one of My first trips to church that I didn’t ever want to go back, the
church didn’t know God. She just smiled at Me and said, “Okay honey, You
don’t ever have to go back.”
I could not believe that God could be so cruel, He gave Me the mind to
question… So I kept asking.
In ‘The Book of Understanding’ I told You that truth was not something I
believe, but something I know, divine wisdom given to Me by God. If You
haven’t noticed that Love is synonymous with God in this Book, You know it
now. I will not call Love God in any other section of this Book because the God
most people have taught You to know is not Love.
I also told You that in the very first moment of My experience, the presence of
God was undeniable. An incredible sensation of Love filling every part of My
body and beyond. He was not only with Me, filling the room and everything
beyond, He was Me, He was the room and everything beyond. His presence is
undeniable and those who have had the experience will tell You the same. And
so began the process of understanding, asking…3
“What are You?”

In that moment, I told You I became everything and was looking at Myself.
However, I was no longer the self lying on My bed meditating. I was the young
boy again, maybe five years old, standing between two massive pine trees
outside My house, looking out at the countryside. This was not like a dream; I
was there, in every conceivable sense of the word. I was the boy again, hearing
every sound, seeing every sight, feeling every sensation and yet, I was outside of
the boy, looking down on the boy, hearing My thoughts as the boy I once was.
“Wow, this is so beautiful, so much to see! I have a whole lifetime to enjoy
this, a whole world to explore! Thank you!”
And I was answering the boy, “Yes, all for You.”
And the boy, hearing, feeling Love, “Thank you… I will do… I don’t know,
something great.”
“Yes, anything You like.”
“Thank you! Why does the rest of the world not see this? I will tell the world
how great it is! Please, do not let Me forget, I will do great things, I promise.”
“Yes, You will. I will not let You forget.”
Then I wondered how I could forget, how could I have forgotten this moment?
In the next moment, God showed Me every word in My journal that had
questioned everything I had been taught to believe, the demands I had made for
those that I Love and the requests I had made for Myself to prove God was kind
and all powerful. Then, each of the demands was shown to Me along with My
own, each revealed in perfect clarity, just as I had requested. My brother, My
sister, My mother; having all the things they had ever told Me they dreamed to
have. Then, the return to where I was in that moment, My request for a humble
life in exchange for these things, a humble but beautiful apartment overlooking
the mountains a few minutes away from the ocean. I cared for nothing else but to
know the truth of God.
As I lay there, still in His presence, I could only feel Love and awe as I
contemplated what I had just been shown, the last sentence revealed in the
perfect clarity of My own handwriting, ‘prove to Me You exist, show Yourself
and no one will question’, still etched in My mind. Then, in another experience I
truly can’t explain, He gave Me all of it, complete wisdom. It took no time, it
was just there. I am one part of the God that is everything and I came here to
know God in the human experience. I am God on earth.
This is why people say God has a sense of humour. When I learned this, I
could only ask, “So what now?”
“Who exactly are You asking?”
I couldn’t help but feel His humour. I had just learned We are the same. The
father is God, the son is Me and the holy ghost is the unseen connection, the

illusion of separation. I wanted everyone to know this and was immediately
reminded that We will all die one day. Very funny, but not quite what I had in
mind… This is what I mean about the fearlessness of death. How could I fear
death knowing this? No, I want humanity to know this now, now of course being
My lifetime. And so We shall, I give You My word and My word is God. You
cannot mess with divinity, Love on earth shall be known.
The questioning that I had assumed for so long meant I had forgotten God was
really remembering God. What people told Me about God compared to what I
inwardly knew made Me believe I did not know God and caused Me to question.
Children are born knowing God; it is Us that teach them to forget. So many
times I was told that one day I would have to ‘grow up’ and forget all My ideals,
that I was a visionary, not a realist. I was never questioning God; I was
questioning what people had told Me about Him. Go to the source if You want
truth.
This is how religion interferes with Our ability to know Love. Religion tells
You that if You question God You will be condemned to hell. But Love is God
and Love has no capacity to harm You, now or ever, especially for asking to
know God! You can only harm Yourself by not asking and this is what religion
wants. This is how it maintains the ignorance in children like the boys I met at
the school and it is how it continues to divide humanity by faith, Our beliefs,
Our thoughts; the greatest power We have.
So why would You not ask to know that which claims to be most glorious?
And if You really want to know truth, why limit Yourself to one book? Should
You not get as much information as You can so You can make what they call an
informed decision? I will not tell You that if You don’t believe Me You will go to
hell! I beg You to question; question every single thing I write. But do not
question Me alone, question everything, everything You read, everything You
hear, everything You see and especially the things You feel. Decide for Yourself
what makes the most sense; do not let Yourself be formed by the opinion of
others. Question the morality of those who have offered You truth before, ask
Yourself if this is as great as Love (God) can be. If it is not, then it is not Love
and if it not Love, it is not God. I believe I came to know Love because I
questioned everything, I never stopped asking. I waited thirty-five years for My
answer, but I got it. Everything I had written, every request I made for My
mother and My family had been done. This was how I had asked Love to reveal
itself. And Love’s greatest wrath for asking to prove Itself was “so what would
You like now?”
“Please, let them know You like this…”
Ask and You will receive.

Part Four: “Blessed are the poor” – the bible

This is only one of many quotes from the bible suggesting those who live
luxuriously are living in ignorance of truth. In fact, when I began reading the
bible Myself I was so stunned to discover just how many references there are
that I began to wonder if priests, ministers and others who teach the gospel
deliberately omit these sections in their sermons. This is the only way I can
reasonably understand why people continue to attend sermons believing they are
guided by any kind of moral conscience.
“The God I believe in isn’t short of cash, mister” – Bono, U2
From the moment I first heard those lyrics, they resonated with Me, made Me
smile… It felt good to know that someone with such a huge audience was saying
something so meaningful – even if He is filthy rich. What exactly does God need
money for? Pray tell Me, really. And what exactly does the church need money
for? I can tell You that when I went to the church with the young girl, the money
was financing their elaborate Christian rock band, their massive school where
they breed ignorance in children and, “If God willing” (according to the pastor
that evening), they would soon purchase a massive farmer’s field across the
street where they would build a bigger, more glorious church. Of course!
Because that is what the world needs… Forget about the homeless, the poor and
countless other humanitarian efforts that the money could be used for… What
We really need is more churches!
While literally millions of people suffer from poverty and malnutrition across
the globe, the Roman Catholic Church is one of the wealthiest institutions on the
planet. The Pope wears a ring worth over one million dollars alone, the Vatican
vaults hold the majority of the world’s gold and yet they will take the last ten
dollars from an old lady’s pension without so much as a blink of an eye.
Somehow, despite all of this, religious fanatics continue to empty their wallets
and it is not Catholicism and Christianity alone, virtually all forms of organized
religion are guilty of the same charge. In Japan where I spent six months of the
last year, it seems there are as many shrines and temples as there are coffee
shops in downtown cities of America. In order to be blessed You must literally
pay respect to whatever God it is that You are about to worship or they will not
listen to Your prayer (or so I am told). I am thankful for Buddhist teachings
because they introduced Me to the meditation practises that were responsible for

My awakening, but although I enjoy visiting these beautiful sites I will not throw
My money away (because I am blessed [poor]) and I am not sure I have met a
Buddhist here yet that knows what Buddhism is. I sincerely don’t understand
how these institutions managed to convince people that God(s) need(s) money.
When exactly did spirituality become a corporation? I watch as I see people
approach these shrines in utter disbelief of what I am witnessing… I feel like
screaming out to them ‘This is supposed to be Buddhism!! Have You no idea
what Buddhism is? What would Siddhartha say if He saw this?’
Unfortunately, My last statement is ‘on the money’, so to speak. The people
who do empty their wallets for churches and shrines or whatever other religious
institution really do have no idea what they are doing. But it is not their fault,
they are doing what they have been taught to do, they believe this is right. They
have no idea about spirituality or God because these institutions aren’t teaching
them anything; they are keeping them in ignorance. Because these people don’t
have any idea about spirituality, attending church and emptying their wallets
makes them feel better. They don’t know what God is but they believe the
institution they support does, so contributing makes them feel as if they have
‘saved their soul’ and ‘done good’. But if this is You, I am sorry if I have hurt
Your feelings but I never said the truth would be easy. But I will tell You, next
time You think about giving money to a religious institution, put the money
aside, stick it in an envelope and think about the people in the world who need it
most. Once a month, send the envelope to whatever charity supports the cause
You chose and I promise You, even if You still have no idea what Love is by the
end of this book, You will know You have truly ‘done good’ - and so will God.

Part Five: Heaven and Hell

Just in case You think that reading this Book or entertaining the philosophies
presented in it will cost You Your first class flight to heaven or condemn You to
an eternity in hell, I should probably tell You the truth about these two
destinations.
I’ve been telling You a lot about religion and what Love is not; so let’s take a
quick moment to remember what Love is. You are Love. Love is the creative
power of thought, knowledge of self. Although religion does not preach the truth
of God, if You believe that it does, then it does.
This is the best way to understand how religious institutions have maintained

so much power over humanity… People have faith. Faith is belief and that is
why faith is so critical to all religious institutions. In fact, this is true of all
institutions (religious or otherwise) but for now We are talking about religion.
Religion offers You a few alternatives that determine Your fate in the afterlife
depending on how You performed in the eyes of the relative God(s).
So religion has a set of rules, or laws, like the Ten Commandments (for
example). They tell You that these are God’s laws and if You break any of them
You will be damned unless of course You confess Your sins or perform some
other kind of ritual that allows You to be forgiven by the God. These laws are
designed to maintain Your faith. The church is hitting You where it hurts the
most. They are telling You that they know what this God approves and
disapproves of. The main reason people go to church is because they are afraid
of death, the unknown. So the church tells You that it can assure You safe
passage into the afterlife provided You meet a few simple criteria. These criteria
always include at least one rule that prohibits You from contemplating any other
spiritual path (do not worship false Gods, for example). This is to keep You
loyal, or faithful to the path You have chosen. If You break one of these laws,
like exploring another faith, You begin to fear that God will be angry with You.
In order to release Yourself from this fear, You must return to the original faith to
be absolved. This is how religions maintain their disciples. You are held in fear
of God’s wrath, yet they tell You this God is Love and that is exactly why it is
not. Love will not harm You, regardless what You do. In fact, this is why some
people say that the truth of Love (God) is blasphemous, because there is no dire
consequence. However, that is not entirely true either.

Hell:

I will discuss later why there is pain and suffering, why some people choose to
hurt others. For now, We know that such things exist. So let’s use that which
most of Us would agree is one of the most ‘evil’ personalities; let Us consider
the fate of a rapist and serial killer. This person does not know what they are,
they do not know they are Love and this is the primary reason for why they act
the way they do. But even this individual will not burn in hell when they die, for
there is no hell (logical thinking will assure You of this if You consider that the
physical body is left behind; pain exists in this reality only). Instead, they will
come to know what they are; they will discover they are Love. The feeling will
be as blissful for them as it will be for anyone else with one primary exception.

In understanding what they did not know on earth, they will feel infinitely bad
for their actions and unworthy of the bliss they know. They will understand that
life was a glorious opportunity to know this greatness in the human experience
but they did not know it. They missed out on the most wondrous gift they could
give themselves. The opportunity to know Love on earth, to know that they
could create whatever paradise they wanted, was missed. This individual cannot
move onto another plain of experience, cannot continue to know new greatness,
for they did not understand the greatness they were. In the instant of
understanding that which they had been, they would immediately want a ‘do
over’; and they would once again begin the experience of life, hoping to
remember that which they are. Hell was the experience of life for this individual;
they will continue to redo the life experience until they reach a level of
awareness that allows them to know Love on earth.

Heaven:

Of course, this is exactly the opposite. Heaven exists on earth for all those
who understand they are Love. These individuals will not be concerned with
physical pain or personal suffering for they are already aware they are Love and
know that each of these experiences will only add to the glory of the experience
waiting for them. Instead, they will be guided by spirit, hoping to share the truth
of Our being with the rest of humanity, to help others remember the true nature
of their divine being. These people will leave their mark on the world, giving
others the opportunity to know truth; people like Ghandi, John Lennon, Martin
Luthar King Junior and many others; but ultimately, the choice will be Yours. It
is not an easy thing to do. I know the message I want to share, I know I am
speaking truth and yet My own family has the most difficult time understanding
Me. They can’t accept the truth I share because it shakes the very foundation of
their own existence, forcing them to question everything they believe in. My
truth has also freed Me from many of the National and International laws that I
know were created by men who were ignorant of Love (and I have used the term
men deliberately here). Because I will still be subject to judgement by these
authorities, My family worries that I may spend My life in jail crusading for
what I believe in. They can’t understand that I would be happier to spend My life
in jail for the values I believe in than I would be to allow My spirit to be
contained by laws created in ignorance that oppress Us and keep Us from
knowing and sharing truth. I know that so long as I continue to allow Myself to

be guided by spirit, I will have done all I came here to do. I will be free to enjoy
the glory of My being knowing I have done My part to remember Love until I
return (to Love).

Part Six: Love Divided

Whatever You believe, You cannot be wrong. Your belief, Your faith is all
there is, it is everything. I have asked You only to question, question everything
You hear, everything You read, everything You see and most of all, everything
You feel.
Your conscience is the best guide You have to know truth. Your heart, the
feeling of Love is there to guide You always. If You listen to Your heart, You
know that pain hurts, so why choose to hurt others? If You listen to Your heart,
You know people live in poverty, so why choose to hoard wealth? If You listen
to Your heart, You know that all of humanity is searching for Love, so why judge
the faith of another when You can share Love? It is difficult for Me to not want
to share My truth with everyone I meet but even I must understand that some are
not yet ready to know it. Love is a continuous quest to know self and it is
necessary for some to have this experience of life to continue the development of
their spirit. Religion has divided people in search of the same truth; We are all
looking for Love. Listen to Your heart, You know Our world is not as it should
be and We can choose to know better. Let Love guide You.

Part Seven: The Holy Trinity

The father, the son and the holy ghost.
Love, You and Us.
Everything, individuality created by conscious sense of self and the
subconscious mind that knows We are one.

Conclusion

Modern day religions are little more than evolved pagan religions using
stories and words attempting to explain a divinity so complex, it could never be
fully understood. Just like the faiths preceding them, modern religion continues
to separate humanity by the same ignorance, believing We are all worshipping
different gods and claiming each represents a unique truth. The only truth is
Love.

National Love
“Imagine there’s no countries, it isn’t hard to do” - John Lennon, ‘Imagine’
From the moment You were born, You were robbed of Your right to freedom.
You were given a name and a citizenship, making You property of the state,
removing You of Your right know Yourself as an equal member of the human
family.
Near the end of a three month visit to Japan I had a rapidly expiring tourist
visa. I had done almost everything I could to get a permanent visa but made no
progress; despite all My efforts, they would not even let Me apply. My mother
knew how much I loved Japan, how much the children, their families and even
the business I taught desperately wanted Me to stay; she was also keenly aware
of My belief in freedom and worried that was exactly what I would do, visa or
no visa.
I wrote her an e-mail and asked her to try to understand that if I chose to stay I
was not a criminal. I told her that this world was given to Us by God (it is easier
for My mom to understand the word God than Love) to share in a spirit of
brotherhood with humanity. Those that sought to keep Us from knowing Our
right to enjoy freedom had created laws in ignorance of truth, that this land did
not belong to them, it had been stolen from a humanity that seeks to know itself
as one.
I asked her to try to understand My truth, to know that I am not crazy, that
there are many other enlightened beings who have shared this truth with
humanity over the years and that John Lennon was one of them. I asked her to
listen to the song ‘Imagine’ and told Her that the words of the song were truth. If
she did not own the song she would hear it in the car or on the radio, that
somehow it would find its way to her; this was how she would know I was
guided by truth, that God was taking care of Me.
The next day, My mom wrote Me back, ‘Sean, the strangest thing…’
My stepfather who strongly dislikes the music of Elton John had been
downstairs working in the basement. My mother who loves Elton John knew

there was a documentary about him on TV and decided to take the opportunity to
watch it while My stepfather was working. ‘Coincidentally’, he had been good
friends with John Lennon and they discussed His tragic death and played one of
His songs, ‘Imagine’.
I knew this was no coincidence and I hoped My mom did too. She told Me
that she couldn’t help but worry, though she would support any decision I made.
I tell this story to demonstrate the power of Love, that all things I request in the
name of Love are granted. My girlfriend told Me she loved Me and worried if I
stayed that she may not be able to see Me for a long time if I were arrested or
deported. In the name of Love, I reluctantly returned.
But the experience brought to light a very real truth. Your country literally
stole Your freedom from You at birth, calling You property of the state,
restricting Your ability to move and know Your freedom. No person has the right
to claim ownership of land that was given freely to all of humanity to be evenly
shared. Governments have stolen land and called it their own, but they had no
right to do so. You are not property, You are Love.
The aboriginal people of Canada know this truth and fought for many years to
retain their right to an equal share of the land the Canadian government took
from them by force, free from taxes and government control. They eventually
won their right to maintain reservations free from property tax as well as a
‘status card’ that absolves them of provincial and federal tax on many consumer
goods. Unfortunately, the Canada that grew up around them has destroyed much
of the once abundant resources that the aboriginal people respectfully relied on
and these reservations are often impoverished as a result.
Countries further add to the separation of Our species, the human family that
desires to know itself as one. Without countries there could be no war, who
would We attack? There would be no reason to restrict the distribution of
resources for they would belong to all of Us. This is the way of the future.
People may say that My ideas are ahead of their time but they are not, We are
ready to know these truths. People would have said the same thing to Martin
Luthar King Junior and if He’d believed them, African American’s would still be
living in segregation. Now We look back on America one hundred years ago and
wonder how We allowed Ourselves to be so misguided, how could We have been
so inhumane? If We never challenge the laws that restrict Us from knowing
Ourselves as one being, one humanity, one family, We will never make change.
We are one being, the human being Love. The world is Your creation to share
with the Brothers and Sisters of humanity. No one had the right to take it from
You or make You pay to enjoy it in dignity. This is a modern day reflection of
that which first began the separation from Love, claiming parts of the world as

Our own instead of knowing it as one. We are ready to unite Our self.

Educational Love
Part One: Children are the future

This is where it all begins.
Although educational institutions are considered one of the most important to
the continued development of society, they are also one of the greatest
contributors to the continued destruction of the human spirit and Our planet; this
is where the belief in the world We can have begins.
Remember that Love is the creative power of thought, imagination, the ability
to create a dream in Your mind. It is the dream You have come here to know in
the human experience; the most glorious dream You can conceive with the
unlimited capacity of imagination. This is why educational institutions are so
destructive to the human spirit; they limit Our collective capacity to make
change in the world; educational institutions give Us the thoughts that compose
Our reality instead of allowing Us to create Our own.
I told You that You were born infinitely wise. From the moment of Your
conception You had all the wisdom necessary to create the incredible being that
would emerge from Your mother’s womb. You knew You were Love with
unlimited capacity to know continued greatness in every moment. You desired
mobility and learned to crawl. You desired to stand and learned to walk. You
desired communication and learned to talk. If You were introduced to fifty
languages You would have learned them all with perfect fluency.
I mentioned that since I came into this wisdom every experience in My life
introduced Me to new reflections of the truth I write about. I also wanted to see
the world and had a particular fascination with Japan. Soon I was there teaching
English to Japanese children. The first international school I had the pleasure of
teaching at introduced Me to children three and four years old who already knew
the entire periodic table of elements, spoke five languages, knew the proper
names of every possible geometric shape I could imagine, could name every
country on a map of the world and could match each country to its proper flag…
Just for starters. These children could put American children three or four times
their age to shame… That’s the problem.
As amazing as it is, these schools are very expensive for parents, especially

the good ones. Consequently, these parents are very hard on their children,
disappointed if they are not at the top of their class. They are equally hard on the
teachers, insisting that they pay good money and that they should be paying
more attention to their child to make sure they keep up and stay ahead. The more
expensive the school, the more overbearing the parents become. But of course,
only one student can be at the top of the class.
These children start school at the age of one and learn everything normally
taught by parents including toilet training. Children are robbed of their childhood
and taught to be independent as early as possible. They are taught to compete
with every other child to be the best, the smartest, the most creative.
The intention of these parents may be great, but the result can’t be anything
less than destructive. We are taking the infinite wisdom of children and using it
to fill their heads with all the things We believe are important. No doubt this will
better prepare the child for the reality of the world We know but it isn’t going to
make change. These parents have accepted the world We know and are teaching
their children to adopt it as well. So long as We continue to accept the world We
know now, We can never know change. These poor brainwashed children have
no opportunity to use their divine wisdom to create a better world; they can only
perpetuate the same one We already know.
When will these children have time to play, to enjoy life and the carefree years
of their youth? They will not. They will finish international school, go to
elementary school, then secondary school, then college or university and then
they will begin working and perhaps sixty years later, when they are retired and
have time to actually think about what the purpose of all of this is, maybe then
they will find truth. Maybe then they can begin to enjoy the gift of life and
experience the glory of the world they gave themselves, even if they must drag
their tired, sixty-something year old body around to do it.
Education is the main reason the world is in the state that it’s in. We know that
the world around Us is full of problems, yet We teach Our children that this is
the way to live. Children are taught to adopt Our beliefs and accept Our world
before they have a chance to create their Own. We think We know all the
answers, teach the same mistakes to Our children and We wonder why the world
stays the same. The child’s unlimited creative capacity is corrupted.
This is not the world You created. This is not the world I created. This is the
world that Our parents and their parents created; the product of countless
generations that existed before Us. This is the world We are creating. Believe
that We came here to liberate this world, that We are smarter now. Believe that
We can do better and We will. They say that children are the future. Instead of
telling children about the world they will know, how about asking them what

kind of world they dream to know? I bet their dream is better than Our reality.

Part Two: Self Validation

The second great misfortune with respect to education is the sense of self
worth that education offers the individual. Your degree gives You a value in
society. What We choose to study prepares Us for Our place in the world where
We will inevitably be divided by social class. The brain surgeon is better than the
doctor, the doctor is better than the nurse, the nurse is better than the nursing
assistant, and on and on it goes. We are told at an early age that if We don’t do
well in school, if We are not smart, We will never be able to obtain a good job
and it will be difficult to succeed in life. Unfortunately, We accept this at a very
early age, once again perpetuating the values and beliefs of generations
preceding Us.
I was fortunate in that from an early age I had a strong desire to be free. When
I was very young I didn’t really understand the necessity in going to school but
of course My parents made Me go. I accepted this as part of life knowing that
one day I would finish school and be free to enjoy life.
I was both fortunate and unfortunate at the same time. I was fortunate because
I didn’t have to work hard to make the grade, but I was unfortunate because I
knew I was smart so I didn’t really care about the grade or how smart teachers
thought I was. I would constantly skip class, rarely did homework unless it was
necessary for the grade and almost never studied. Needless to say, this bothered
some of My teachers. One of My math teachers decided that every time I refused
to do homework he would deduct one percent from My final grade to a
maximum of ten percent (which was all he was allowed by school regulations).
By the end of the year I had lost six percent for homework (often I was able to
get it done in class) and still had ninety-two percent going into the final exam.
The final exam was worth thirty percent of the final grade. It was the very last
exam I had to write to graduate and it was not one of the grade thirteen courses
that would be considered for entry into university (if I were ever to decide I
wanted to go). Knowing there was no possible way I could fail and anxious to
finally know I was done with school, I walked into the final exam, signed My
name on the top and handed it in without answering a single question. A week
and a half later when the report card came in, I was stunned to see that My math
teacher had not given Me a grade, but an ‘I’ for ‘incomplete’… ‘I’ was furious

and still one credit short from graduating which meant another five gruelling
months of school.
I took the matter to My guidance counsellor who told Me there was nothing he
could do, that the final decision was up to the teacher. This demonstrates how
school subjects Us to the judgement of others who may be looking for nothing
more than to assert their power. The teacher certainly knew I was capable; this
was an act of spite. Looking for the silver lining, I decided one more semester
wouldn’t kill Me. The school had thirteen grade thirteen English courses which
was the only class I really enjoyed, so I took three more and figured I could use
the best of them for university entry if I ever changed My mind about going. But
things didn’t get better.
One of the courses was English Creative Writing, a personal favourite. The
first assignment was to write a short story explaining a cliché. I chose ‘like a fish
out of water’. As per usual, I left the assignment until the last possible day and
began writing at two in the morning (or some ridiculous hour) but creativity
always seemed to pour from Me at night. I thought of an idea, a short story with
three characters: Angie the Angelfish, Sandy the Seahorse and Ollie the
Octopus. It was all about how Angie had grown bored with her life under the
ocean and aspired to know what it was like to live on land. The story flowed
easily, was full of alliteration and rhymes. I only worried that My teacher may
not like that I was writing a children’s tale for a grade thirteen course. A few
days later the teacher was handing back the papers and I was the only student in
class to not have one returned. She said nothing to Me about it. At the end of
class, I approached her desk and asked if she lost My paper. She told Me she
wasn’t going to grade My paper because she believed it had been plagiarized. I
told her I had written it in the wee hours of the morning the night before it was
due and asked what grounds she felt she had to assume it was not My own. She
told Me it was too good, that she would need to see more of My work before she
could believe it was mine.
I do believe everything happens for a reason and as unfortunate as this event
may seem, I was not in school to prove anything to anyone; I was there because
it was what everyone was telling Me I should do. Writing was really one of the
only things I thoroughly enjoyed doing and I had no interest in attending
university to become a writer (though it would have made My mother very
happy, I’m sure), I was only interested in being free to experience life. Once
again I went down to My guidance counsellor’s office to protest the situation. I
told him that the teacher had no right to insult Me in such a way, that I should
not need to validate Myself for writing something good (and I didn’t even think
it was that good to be honest, it was ‘catchy’ maybe, but that’s all), that she

should be charged for unjust accusations… I don’t even know what else I said,
but I was angry and ready to drop out. He on the other hand, remained very
calm. He asked Me why I was in school, why her opinion of My work mattered
to Me so much and if My plans for the future included university. I told him I
had no plans for university, that I didn’t really care about high school but My
mother really wanted to see Me graduate and I just wanted to get the experience
behind Me. He very calmly opened a drawer of his desk, pulled out a thick
folder of papers and handed them to Me.
“This is your entire academic history. Take your time to look it over, then take
it home and show it to your mom. It’s a duplicate portfolio, yours to keep. I think
it is all the validation you need to know you will do anything you want to do in
life and I’m sure your mom will think so too.”
I was stunned. Here I was looking over what seemed like everything I had
ever written for school, including all of those tests where you fill out the ovals
but never get to see the results. This was more validation of My ability than any
high school diploma could ever grant Me. Sure enough, My mom gave Me her
blessing, I was offered My own self validation and I was finally done with
school.
I am not trying to tell You that if You want to succeed in this world that You
do not need a degree. In fact, it is exactly the opposite. To have any sense of self
worth in the eyes of Our current world, You very much need a degree. My first
trip to Japan taught Me this.
Japan seemed like a great opportunity to experience a new culture and
country. I knew that English had only recently become the second national
language and was told there were an abundance of teaching jobs available. This
proved to be true. However, not having a degree meant I was not qualified to
teach, nor was I qualified to have any other kind of life in Japan. No degree
meant no visa, period; I could only enter as a tourist. However, I believed in My
ability to teach so I began applying to schools and publishing My own ads for
private lessons on the internet, always being completely honest about My
credentials. Soon I was teaching a couple of families and a business course that
provided Me with just enough money to sustain Myself. It also validated what I
inwardly knew to be true. All the people I taught professed I was the greatest
English teacher they could have asked for and none of them wanted Me to leave.
I continued My quest for a visa with renewed faith in My ability and some
references to confirm it. There were a total of three schools that tried to sponsor
My visa. One in particular tried tirelessly for almost two weeks writing letters
and placing phone calls to the Japanese Immigration office - it didn’t matter.
Without at least a bachelor degree, Immigration would not so much as entertain

My application.
Although this may sound reasonable to ensure teachers are qualified to teach
children, these schools already knew of My ability and a degree offers no such
assurance. One of My friends from high school who was not a great academic
had chosen to go to community college and got herself a Bachelor of Arts degree
in hair dressing This individual would have been able to qualify for a visa to
teach in Japan but I know she would not have been any more qualified to teach
English. Similarly, if I were only five years younger, I would have qualified for a
working holiday visa that would have allowed Me to teach or work virtually
anywhere. Japan wants to encourage youthful teachers; thirty-five was too old,
and the second reason I was unqualified in the eyes of the Japanese government.

Part three: Education is a corporation

The point I’m trying to make here is that We don’t need to be validated. Not
by a high school diploma, university degree or anything else. You have the
ability to succeed at anything You put Your mind to; degrees of any kind are
asking You to prove it and this will cost money. By practicing good study habits,
anyone can master virtually any test, the only difference is the amount of time it
will take the individual. After the test is over, You will very quickly begin to
dismiss most of the information unless You are using it regularly. The very best
way to learn is to get practical knowledge by working in the field. We are so
often forced to take many courses We have absolutely no interest in (and perhaps
even no natural aptitude for), just so We can get a degree that allows Us to do a
job We could easily be trained to do in a fraction of the time if studies only
focused on the information necessary for the particular position.
The educational institutions know this. They also know that not everyone can
be at the top of their class, but even individuals who are not at the top of their
class will be able to graduate from any course they choose if they apply
themselves and want it badly enough. They just want you to pay for it and they
want You to be in school as long as possible. The better the job, the more money
You will have to pay for the courses that allow You to get the degree that
‘qualify’ You for the job. The unnecessary courses You are required to take that
have no relationship to the job You hope to do, only ensure that You spend more
time in school, forcing You to pay more money for the courses, ensuring You
will be committed to working several years to pay back Your bill for education.

By offering scholarships to only a select percentage of students, We are forced to
compete with each other, believing We are better or worse than the person beside
Us. Those who don’t qualify for scholarships and want a ‘good’ job will have to
get a loan to pay for the courses. If they don’t qualify for the loan, they are
immediately forced to struggle even harder to work while they attend school,
making their difficult educational pursuit even more challenging. All of this for
the sake of landing a good job so We can be successful.
The students of wealthy families will always have the upper hand. They can
afford the expensive international children’s schools and the best universities.
Their children are able to take as much time as they want in school. They never
have to pay back any student loans and are always ensured a high paying job.
This further demonstrates the corruption of a monetary based educational system
creating separation by wealth and social class.
It is not so much that education is the problem, but what We teach and how
the educational institutions that exist now are the first stage in separating
students by social distinction. In order for Our world and society to function
properly, We need all parts. Our streets would be filthy if it were not for the
sanitation department removing Our trash. Grocery store shelves would be
empty if it were not for the farmers. We would have no infrastructure if it were
not for construction workers. But We are taught from an early age to believe
these jobs are less significant less important and that We are not as worthwhile to
the community if We do not excel. Money is the root of corruption in Our
educational institutions and this is not truth.
The truth is We are all perfect. Where one is weak, another is strong. The
differences between Us are what make Us the same. It is to know that together
We are perfect, We are all part of the same thing, one family, one being, the
human being Love.

Financial Love
“I don’t know how someone controlled You, they bought and sold You.” - The
Beatles, ‘While My Guitar Gently Weeps’
The Beatles were undoubtedly awake and there are countless examples of how
they have used their own creative genius to share truth with the world. The
above quote refers to Love. The timing of the re-release of their complete
digitally re-mastered works could not be more perfect. You are being controlled
because You allowed Your Love to be bought and sold… How so?
You are Love. You created the entire universe as You know it now before You

created Yourself. You created a world abundant in resources with everything You
could ever need to enjoy the wondrous experience of being Love. All of this was
stolen from You at birth by the belief of generations preceding You. Thought is
the creative force, You created Yourself from thoughts, but they were not Your
own.
When You were born, You were purchased by Your country and became a
national citizen. This nation stole from You the world You created, told You they
owned the land and that You were property of the land. You did not know better
for You were still creating Yourself, so You believed them. You were taught that
You must learn to accept the world Your nation has created and again You
believed them. You became educated so You could work and buy back a piece of
Your world, further solidifying the self they were creating. The abundance of
resources You created for Yourself were also stolen from You and You believed
You must work to buy them back, to maintain Your right to live in dignity, to
feed Yourself and cloth Yourself. And this is the self Your parents, teachers and
the world around You have created, but this is not Your-self. You were born free
to create whatever self You choose to know and You are free to know Your self
as Love. You are free to know better.
This world is Yours. It was created by You, for You, to share with the Brothers
and Sisters of humanity; to create whatever glorious world You can manifest in
Your mind. It was created so You could know and take delight in the experience
of Your wondrous creation. All this was taken from You and look at the world
they offer You! And for a price! How long will We continue to corrupt Our
children? Surely they deserve better?
Money is the greatest illusion humanity has learned to accept. We may
question the existence of a divine being, yet few will deny the existence of
money, most even call it a necessity. We have learned to value money more than
Love. Even now, though My philosophies are widely embraced by those I speak
with, I lose most listeners when I speak of the illusion of money. I may not be
able to deny its existence, but I can assure You it is not the way of the future.
We believe in money and that is the only reason it exists; it is essential
because You believe it is, collectively We believe it is. It is literally the root of
all Our greatest problems, money enslaves Us. If You do not think this is true,
quit Your job and tell Me how long You can continue living a dignified life
without it. The illusion of the apparent necessity for money is the reason most
can’t understand how We could live without it. We are all so busy spending
ninety percent of Our life (and the very best years of it) working or preparing
Ourselves for work through educational institutions, We have no time to
contemplate Our existence, to know Our self, to enjoy life.

All the institutions I have mentioned have become motivated by money which
is why they remove Us from truth. A comedian once said that he hated going to
the doctor because he wasn’t sure if he could trust anything the doctor said. If
the doctor said he needed to have a kidney removed, he wasn’t sure if he really
needed to have a kidney removed or if the doctor just wanted a new yacht (I
believe this is from Michael Moore’s movie ‘Sicko’, actually). And this is what
money does to us. It is the motivation behind the educational institutions,
religion, medicine and corporations that will favour pollution over profit loss all in the name of money. This is why money is the greatest evil; it has nothing to
do with anything We actually need and is the motivation behind most immoral
acts.
Consider the warnings on cigarette packages knowing that Our thoughts are
creative. I use this example because the governments of Our world know that
thought is the creative force. I would be willing to bet that the increase in cancer
victims due to cigarette smoking is synonymous with the warnings on packages.
The government realized this and decided that they should also include a picture
on the package so You can not only worry about what might happen to You, but
You can actually visualize it happening in Your body. Then the government tells
You that these warning are to protect You, yet they do nothing to restrict the
amount of unnecessary toxins that the tobacco companies add to the cigarettes to
make them more addictive and destructive to Your health. Increased cancer
patients means more medical bills, more medical bills means more money and
more money means more law suits blaming the tobacco companies for making
people sick which means more money for the government that it will not spend
on healthcare. I am also a smoker and I am incredibly healthy because I don’t
worry about it, never have, never will. Maybe one day I will get cancer; but I
have always known I am living to die, so I do what makes Me happy.
Pay tribute to the churches and shrines and the gods will bless You. Pay lots of
money and You can buy a great education and get a high paying job. Money,
money, money….
If You think that money is not the greatest illusion You have learned to accept,
consider what You might be able to do if You were to take some of the
sophisticated tools We have available to Us, found a quiet natural paradise
somewhere with a few of Your closest friends and began building Your own
homes, hunting and foraging Your own food, drinking crystal clear free flowing
water from springs and streams that are found virtually everywhere in nature.
Then come back and tell Me how refreshing the experience was to be at one with
nature and tell Me that anyone had a right to make You pay for the abundance
You provided for Yourself. Then consider what kind of communities We could

have if all of the most efficient tools and renewable energy sources were utilized
to their full potential, implementing the greatest minds of developers and city
planners.
Nothing costs anything! The only reason that a thing has a dollar value is
because We give it one. At the end of this Book, I will tell You how We could
exist without money. For now, forget about who is working to supply, but
consider what it would be like if nobody charged anybody for anything. There is
plenty of stuff in the world. Consider how many cars sit on car lots waiting to be
purchased. There are enough for everyone. Think about how much food sits on
grocery store shelves while people die of starvation (worse still, think of how
many millions of pounds of food are added to landfills every day in North
America for the sake of always fresh). Think about how much land is available,
how many vacant homes and hotel rooms there are in any given city while the
homeless sleep in the streets. This applies to everything
You can think of, including clothes, luxury items, computers, construction
vehicles and supplies… If all things were made available to everyone, We would
almost instantaneously stop hoarding things for self. We wouldn’t worry about
sharing Our stuff, not even Our homes! We would be free to move around,
exchange homes with someone half way across the world to experience another
part of Our wondrous creation. We would finally be free to enjoy the gift of life
We gave Ourselves. Money is the only thing between You and abundance, no
matter where You look.
The elimination of money would also put an end to the separation between
humanity by removing want that causes oppression, division by social class and
finally, war. We could have peace.

Matrimonial Love
“In the end the Love You take,
Is equal to the Love You make.” – The Beatles
The institution of marriage is by far the least corrupt of all institutions but it
reflects Our innate desire to know endless, undying Love. Perhaps We do not
believe We are eternal beings but We want to know a Love that will last forever,
or at least the forever We believe in; till death do Us part. And so We created the
institute of marriage.
We came here to know Love and marriage is a reflection of Our fear that We
may never know It. We are so afraid We will not know Love that the moment We
find it, We want to keep it forever, fearing We may never know it again. So when

We find Love, We ask Our Love to never leave Us, to be with Us forever and to
promise to share their Love only with Us. We call this true love.
We claim ownership of Our Love, keep it to Our self and insist that it may
never be shared. This immediately makes Our Love conditional which is not true
Love, for true Love is unconditional.
Many have told Me that My philosophies are hundreds of years ahead of their
time, though I do not believe this is true. I do not think that the institution of
marriage is corrupt, only that Our perception of Love is corrupt. It is noble to
profess that You will share Your Love exclusively with one other being, but it
restricts the true nature of Your being. The very notion suggests Your Love has
limited capacity to Love; that if You Love another, there will not be enough
Love left for Your spouse. This is not true. This is jealousy in the purest form
and a union of true love would be completely removed from jealousy for You
would know the nature of Your own Love.
The union of marriage will one day be understood as a union of spirit. The
decision to share Your Love with another being will be the act of choosing a
spiritual companion to share thoughts and feelings of the wonder of Your
creation. You will understand that the differences between Us are what make Us
the same, that the more Love You know through experience, the more Love You
will have to share with Your partner. You need only ask a couple who have
endured beyond infidelity to know this is true.
For now I understand that this concept is too great for most. I am not
suggesting that You destroy Your marriage by committing acts of adultery, I am
simply suggesting that the institute of marriage instils in Us that there is only one
person who will Love You and only one person You can Love (aside from
family). In order to know Love We need to understand that We are all family,
that Our capacity to Love is unlimited. You should not be afraid to tell someone
they are beautiful, or intelligent or divine. We should not be taught to withhold
Our Love and compassion for other members of the human family. We are all
one.

Chapter Four: Love and Lies
Love Will Unfold, Truth Will Be Told

Mathematical Love
Just to give You a very short example of how powerful Our beliefs really are,
mathematics can reveal a lie most of Us learn to accept almost immediately.
A mathematics fanatic will tell You they love math because it is the perfect
science; there is no room for error, an equation is either right or wrong. I told
You I have questioned virtually everything, mathematics was no exception. I
remember sitting in math class as the teacher was introducing negative and
positive numbers and a student asked why We had to learn them. The teacher
told the student that if they ever wanted to be an accountant they would need to
understand positive and negative values. I raised My hand.
“Doesn’t that just prove that money isn’t real?”
The teacher only looked at Me as if I were nuts and said, “Of course money is
real, what are you talking about?”
A few of the other students laughed and I then I replied, “Well, I know it is
real, but it isn’t natural. I mean, there is no way that negative values can exist in
the natural world. If I have ten apples, You can’t take away twelve. You can’t
ever have less than nothing. Doesn’t that prove that money isn’t natural?”
Now the students were speechless and so was the teacher. He stammered,
“They are necessary for scientific formulas too. You will need this information
later.”
Negative numbers may be used for complex scientific formulas, I really don’t
know, I’ve never needed them. But I do know they do not exist in nature. A
negative value, even in a scientific equation is only representing an opposite, not
a negative. We call magnetic poles positive and negative but the force of the
negative pole has just as much pull as the positive pole, We simply need another
name for it. Sea level is also commonly reflected by negative values but there is
no such thing as a negative number of feet; negative feet implies a positive
measure in the opposite direction. But it makes a very clear point. Negative
numbers were never used by any of the ancient civilizations that somehow
managed to know exactly how many light years stars were from Our planet,
something only recent technology has allowed Us to do. The teacher also
jumped to accounting immediately, indicating that negative numbers in Our
society are primarily used to measure debt, something that does not exist in
nature - period. And this is the foundation of Our society; it’s not natural.

Criminal Love
“Money is the root of all evil” – the bible
I told You there are many truths in the bible; this is the greatest of them all.
Money is the number one source of the world’s problems. For those who refuse
to become slaves to the financial system, Love’s innate desire to know personal
freedom cuts off individuals from the abundance of resources the world has
available, forcing creative and often criminal alternatives.
Many of Us have a difficult time believing that people are good by nature, that
We were born perfect. A girl once told Me that this could not be true. She told
Me that if a baby were born and left on its own in the middle of nowhere it
would die, proving We are not perfect. I told her this was not true, that We are
spiritual beings and that if this happened, the baby’s spiritual purpose was to
teach Us that nothing can grow without Love. The baby was perfect; it was Our
ignorance of Love that allowed it to die. Only if We do not learn from this lesson
is the baby’s spiritual journey in vein.
Crime is another example of the ignorance of Love reflected in society.
Essentially, criminals are protesting the life that was offered to them. Regardless
the reason, their beliefs do not match those of the social system created for them,
they inwardly know it is not true. They desire freedom but need money to enjoy
life, so they find creative ways to make it.
Violent offenders such as rapists and murderers were not offered Love in the
same capacity as the majority of Us. They see a violent, cruel and hurtful world
and this is the reality they have come to accept, exacting the same pain on
others. The Love they were taught to know is cruel and painful so that is the
Love they become. Rape stems from guilt of natural sexual desires humanity has
been taught to repress and feel guilty about. These individuals were never taught
to know Love.
Other lesser crimes such as theft and organized crime are simply the
manifestation of a reality these individuals have created as an alternative to the
world the rest of Us accept. Our reality provides the necessity for this type of
behaviour. The thief is protesting the rat race of life requiring them to work
tirelessly to obtain that which exists in abundance, while the monetary system
provides a market for inexpensive goods stolen from corporations and people
with wealth at a discount to people who can’t afford them or are trying to save
money to ‘get ahead’ in the very same rat race. For those who feel depression,
seeing only the suffering and oppression of the world We created and sad to see

what their Love has become, narcotics provide an alternate reality, creating a
market for the drug cartels who sell them. Police use weapons to enforce laws
Our nation provides, attempting to prevent criminals from choosing any reality
but the corruption which was offered to them. Criminals are defending their right
to manifest their reality using similar force, creating a market for illicit weapons
and promoting further violence. It is a vicious cycle of people trying to express a
desire for a better world in a reality that prevents them from knowing one.
Unfortunately, most people look at the ‘junkie’ in society and see
imperfection. When I first came into this wisdom, I gave up My home and My
possessions and spent two months living on the streets. I learned a lot of things
from the beautiful people that call it their home. A young girl walked right up to
Me one day out of nowhere, stared at Me for a few moments, then asked if She
could sit with Me for a while. She started talking to Me poetically, the most
beautiful, meaningful poetry I’d ever heard - all of it Her own, this was how She
spoke. She went on for about five minutes and I didn’t ever want Her to stop.
Then She laughed, turned to Me and said, “You know, I’m only like this because
I’m waiting for God to come back.”
This time I laughed, “I know…”
She slapped My arm playfully and said, “I know You know, that’s why I told
You, silly. You know He’s coming, You’re going to tell them, aren’t You?”
“I’m going to try.”
She hugged Me and said, “Don’t worry, they will listen to You.”
The question is, will You? This girl knows what the world should be like, She
gave up on You. She’s waiting for You.
There is something very wrong with Our society and crime is one reflection of
Our misguided ideology that should be a call for change. We do not need more
police, We need to understand the root of the problem. Crime reflects the innate
desire to know something other than what is offered by society. The problems
exist within Our government, the laws they create and a social system not guided
by morality. Is it a crime for the hungry man to walk into a store and steal a loaf
of bread? Or is the real crime that the man starves while grocery store shelves
are full of food?
Just like the newborn child, the criminal is perfect. Their spiritual journey is to
reveal a society created in ignorance of Love. Only if We do not understand this,
is the criminal’s journey in vein.

Destructive Love

“Down with the government, they don’t speak for Us” - Radiohead, ‘No
Surprises’
If We want to know peace We first must understand the root of war and who is
commanding the troops. It is never the people who want war, it is Our leaders
convincing the people and commanding troops to do horrific things to
neighbouring countries to forward selfish political agendas.

Part one: Religious War

To put an end to religious war, We must collectively understand that all
gospels share one common truth. Every religion believes that God is Love. If We
can open Our hearts and Our minds to this one common truth, We will be taking
the greatest message from any scripture. We will understand that Love and war
are opposite ends of the spectrum and that We have all chosen Our particular
faith to know Love. The difference between Our faith’s becomes inconsequential
and We can begin to develop tolerance and compassion knowing that We share a
common bond; to know and understand Love. We are all searching for Love. We
may not fully understand God, but We know Love; Love will bring Us together.
Love will create peace.

Part two: Political War

The second reason for war is money. The belief Our politicians invest in
money creates an entire myriad of problems that result in war. Our politician’s
primary function in society is to sell ideas to the public. That is the only reason
You will ever be convinced war is necessary - because Your leader is telling You
it is. Very few citizens ever want war. Politicians are experts in manipulation,
they know how powerful thought is and will use Your thoughts to create fear,
convincing their nation’s people that another country is the enemy to serve their
own political agenda. In fact, We are well aware that there is a collective desire
for peace. Unfortunately, many of Us believe that war is necessary in the
creation of peace. This is not true; this is a lie that was sold to You somewhere
along the way by Your political leader or information presented to You in the
media.

The main cause of political war is money. All the resources that were
abundantly made available to Us have all been claimed by countries and their
leaders. Once again the reflection of Our personal experience is reflected in the
macrocosm of Our world. In an effort to compete and stay ahead, countries are
essentially committing extortion, withholding resources their country has in
abundance and selling them to countries who need them; the greater the need,
the greater the price. This is the very same example We see reflected in Our
society as people accumulate and hoard wealth for self, withholding abundance
from those who live in poverty. People in poverty want what another has and
resort to criminal behaviour to acquire what they can’t afford.
Because of developments like science and technology it is more difficult to
comprehend all of this on an international scale. However, take a country that is
very poor in relation to countries like America. Our political leaders will tell Us
that this country is corrupt that they have ill fated intentions for Our world and
that they must be punished for their actions and impose sanctions. An already
poor country is further oppressed by the sanctions and forced to desperate
measures in an effort to compete on the international playing field. Because We
have been told the country is dangerous, they are not allowed to produce the
same efficient energy sources as the powers that oppress them or lack the
resources or funds to build them (such as a nuclear power plant in recent media).
This causes the leader to treat citizens of its country unjustly, potentially even
enforcing slavery of its own citizens in an effort to maximize gross national
profits. As ‘superpower’ countries continue to impose sanctions it becomes even
more difficult for the poor country to compete, angering the leader and people this is the behaviour We see reflected in the media. Superpower country leaders
expose the mistreatment of the poor country’s people and their anger toward
their nation, reinforcing belief in the people that this is an enemy needing to be
dealt with, continuing national support of war efforts, imposing even more
sanctions as the process continues.
This is another very complicated area of discussion that could easily fill a
book of its own. For this Book, to understand the truth of Love that I am trying
to express, We must understand that war comes from oppression and that money
is the root of greed from which oppression is born. If We were to offer a poorer
country the wealth, infrastructure, technology and resources it needs to flourish,
it is highly unlikely the leader would seek to bite the hand that feeds it. In turn
the country would be more than willing to make any excess resources available
to the country offering support.
Most importantly, We must understand that We all seek to know Love more
than anything else in the world. Hatred, anger and greed all originate from

withholding Love. The people of the world want peace; it is Our leaders that
want war for the sake of personal power and financial gain. Our leaders are
never subject to the senseless murder of innocent soldiers, they are not
victimized by the sanctions imposed on a country. The innocent people of these
countries are the ones who suffer; the soldiers are the ones who die while Our
leaders continue to seduce You with glorious words as they fly around the world
in first class airplanes and are chauffeured to their five diamond hotels by
limousine - this is truth! If You think it is necessary for countries to enter into
war with other countries in the name of liberation, for the sake of peace… Know
that peace does not come from war and it never will. Look at the poverty, crime
and suffering that exist in Your own country and ask if Your leader knows what
morality is. How can a leader liberate another country when they cannot liberate
their own? Pointing out the shortcomings of other countries is only a political
effort to divert Your attention away from the problems at home. This is exactly
what Hitler did, convincing his country that someone else was to blame for the
poor condition of his country - somehow they managed to manifest the ‘great
war machine’ that soon horrified the world, yet few ask how this poor country
managed to finance such a massive machine. Consider the amount of money the
U.S. government has spent on war efforts in the Middle-East and how many
people live in poverty in the United States. How many people could that money
feed, how many homeless would be provided shelter? Last figure I heard was six
hundred billion dollars since 9/11 invested in war efforts by the U.S.. But
remember, don’t trust Me, educate Yourself.
Soldiers are innocent men killing other innocent men who are doing nothing
more than their very best to serve immoral and misguided leaders.
The will of the People shall be realized, We will have peace.

Informative Love
“We’ll begin to responsibly leave Iraq to its people and forge a hard-earned
peace in Afghanistan.” - President Barack Obama, Inaugural Address
President Barack Obama was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2009. Many
questioned whether his presidency had done anything worthy of such a
prestigious award. However, the above quote is perhaps a hint at understanding
why it was given.
Obama has done little to create peace in the world, but his words spoke
volumes to the people of the world. Not only did his nation adore and embrace
the words he shared in his inaugural address, but the world did. The world began

to see a leader that may make change, igniting dreams of peace and prosperity
for all. Collective thought is even more powerful than individual thought. So a
world dreaming and believing in peace is the first step to creating it. The belief
in a world that could know peace was refreshed in the minds of humanity. Action
speaks louder than words and Obama committed more than 30,000 additional
troops to the war effort after his speech, let Us not forget!
The media is incredibly powerful because We are inundated by it constantly.
Whenever We turn on the TV, the radio, internet, open a newspaper or even
glance at the headlines in newsstands, what We see and hear composes Our
reality and Our beliefs.
This is a major area that will affect Your belief in the dream. If all You see and
all You believe from the media is a warring, cruel and inhumane world, You can
easily begin to believe that peace could never be known. It is important to
remember that Our world is in a constant state of change. One of the only things
to remain from generation to generation is the hope for something better. This is
the key to remember. We get what We ask for.
So, even the bad news is good news. It’s better if You don’t buy into it, but
even if You do, Your subconscious mind knows it is not Love, it is not what We
came to know, it is not the paradise We can have. As the media begins to
influence more and more minds around the globe, so too is it contributing to the
awakening in conscience.
Believe it or not, there are a lot more good things going on in the world than
there are bad. The media focuses on keeping You in fear. Economically, the
media knows that all it has to do is tell the greater public that there is a recession
and it will begin to happen. People fear the economy is bad and immediately
begin to save their money. This in turn hurts local businesses and eventually
creates a snowball effect throughout the economy. This is how powerful Your
thoughts are. The same is true about creating enemies in the minds of the People
by telling You another country has ill fated intentions.
Media is so powerful, that many people believe that the World Trade Center
was attacked by terrorists. I am not going to say here that it was not, but I am
going to ask You to research this in great detail. The big question is who is
terrorizing You, who are the real terrorists? Once You are done, begin doing this
with every single thing You are told by the media that is of global importance.
There is always another perspective, usually many more. So educate Yourself
independently. The more information You have, the closer You will get to truth.
For many, the news and mainstream media has become the greatest form of
education to the general public and this is extremely dangerous.
There are all kinds of prophecies that talk about the end of the world and the

media is going to start circulating them more and more. Many of these
prophecies talk of the end of the world being the darkest time in humanity. We
are already in the darkest of times because We are sleeping at the wheel. We let
the media drive Our conscience. We need to understand the need for change,
prepare for the new world and act more responsibly toward Mother Earth, Her
resources and the human family. Any media that does not reflect this need is
something You should question.
Because everything You see, hear, think and feel is critically important, be
critical of everything You see, hear, think and feel. It will literally make a world
of difference.

Successful Love
“Make sure the fortune that You seek, is the fortune that You need.” – Ben
Harper, ‘Diamonds on the Inside’
The truth of Love I am sharing with You in this Book is not new. It has been
discovered by many before Me and is revealed in many ways, I am just trying to
put it all together for You. The problem is Our interpretation of this information
and one example is the ideal for success that is imposed upon Us by the media.
“The Secret” was released a few years ago. It unveils the very same truth I am
sharing with You here and I strongly encourage You to watch the movie or read
the book. The information is presented very differently but clearly demonstrates
thought as a creative force, though I have one critical problem with it.
Through a series of various examples, ‘The Secret’ demonstrates thought’s
incredible power to manifest physical objects into Your reality. It will show You
how creating a firm dream of a house, car, wealth or anything else You can
conceive in Your mind will manifest itself in Your reality, so long as You
believe. It even supports the ability to heal Yourself with the power of thought.
The problem for Me was that the movie teaches You how You can have anything
You need to be successful simply by dreaming of it, but the movie’s definition of
success and My own are very different.
Although the movie teaches You the power of thought, it also teaches You to
embrace the reality We know. It doesn’t suggest that You might be able to use
this incredible creative power to manifest a dream for peace, or self awareness. It
doesn’t suggest creating a dream of a world where everyone is happy; it teaches
You how to hoard wealth for self, suggesting that this will make You happy and
this is a lie.
I am asking You to know truth. Physical objects You accumulate, whether it’s

a house, a fancy car or more money than You could ever possibly spend is not
truth. These things will not make You happy, You will always want more. If You
come into the wisdom of truth, You will only wonder how You were happy in a
huge house while others are homeless or how You felt good about wealth when
others are poor. You cannot own anything but Your spirit. If You don’t realize
this now, You will realize when You leave. Everything is borrowed, You are
renting.
Movies like this are great for demonstrating the truth of Our creative ability,
but they are not teaching Us to know the true definition of success. That is why
this Book is different.
If You begin to understand the power of Your creative being, then dream of
something truly great. If You know that You can have anything You can dream
of, imagine what kind of world
You can create! Watch the movie, it will teach You there is no limit to Your
creative capacity; then start painting a picture of a utopian world! Imagine how
successful You will feel when You begin to see that dream unfold!

Parental Love
“I didn’t mean that. Don’t ever let anyone tell you what you can’t do. Not
even me.” - Will Smith’s character from ‘The Pursuit of Happiness’, after telling
his son to forget his dream of becoming a basketball star.
Unfortunately, although it is often done with the best intention, parents are the
first ones to start telling Us lies.
Children are the future and parents are their first teachers. We can make
change by changing how We teach Our children. The child’s mind is the
unlimited potential of imagination; the fresh canvas, the unmolded block,
waiting to become anything.
I was talking to a colleague at work one day who was telling Me how much
she hated her courses at school and how difficult the work was. I asked her what
she was studying and she told Me she was studying to become a doctor. She was
only in her last year of high school so I smiled and told her that she had better
get used to it. If she didn’t like her courses now she had a long way to go and
probably wouldn’t like much of what was coming. She smiled back and said, “I
know but I have no choice, I have to…”
“You don’t have to do anything,” I replied. “You came here to know Your
greatest dream. If this is Your greatest dream, then all the hard work will only
make You appreciate becoming a doctor that much more.”

Again she laughed, “Ha! I don’t want to be a doctor; my parents want me to
be a doctor.”
After a little more discussion, I learned that when she was five she had
dreamed of becoming an opera singer but her parents told her it was a ridiculous
dream and she should forget it. They told her that she was going to be a doctor
and she has worked tirelessly at school to make her parent’s dream come true.
When I told her that her dream was more important, that it was her dream she
came to know, she got angry with me and told me that her religion says to
respect and obey parents, so she was going to be a doctor.
Parents do this to children with the best intention, there is no doubt. This is a
perfect example of how We perpetuate the reality of the world We now know.
Children are very quickly robbed of their dreams while parents replace them
with their own, creating their version of self the child will one day know.
There are many individuals in the world who I believe are awake to truth and
use their creative talents to share it with the humanity. I believe one of these
individuals is Will Smith. Examples of this are most evident in his more recent
films and because I told You that Love was revealed everywhere if You choose
to see it, I included the quote beginning this section to reflect an example from
Hollywood.
This is truth. The child will do whatever the child believes it can do. If You
want to be a great parent, do everything You can to let the child create their own
dream and support it in any way possible. Remember that the belief system You
allow Your child to adopt will be the reality of the world they will know.
Encourage the dream and remind the child not to let anyone else ever tell them
they can’t have it, no matter how difficult it may seem, especially if You don’t
fully understand the power of the truth I am sharing - because the child does!
Remind them that the greater the difficulty, the greater the glory of the dream
they will one day know.

Chapter Five: Remembering Love
From the Darkness We Shall Enter into the Light
Not only can I show You that evolution is physical evidence of Love
unfolding, but what We are learning confirms We are nearing the end. Very soon,
We will all know We are Love.

Creative Love
One of the most undeniable examples of nothing and thought demonstrating
their incredible creative power is reflected in Our physical reality. All things are
born from nothing and created with thought.
I was sitting on a patio with My parents one evening just after finishing the
first section of My Book, The Book of Truth. I explained how everything had
come from nothing; that thought was the creative force of the universe. So great
was its creative potential that it could not help but feel overwhelmed with bliss,
the truest, most pure form of Love, the source of all creation. I used the model of
creation as it has been explained here and how the example is reflected in Our
own being through conception, starting as nothing and becoming the great
beings We are.
My stepfather smiled at Me and said, “You can’t create something from
nothing with thought.”
“Yes you can. In fact, it is the only way You can create anything. All things
come from nothing.”
Again he smiled at Me, pointed to an empty spot on Our back lawn and said,
“So show me how thought can create a shed from nothing.”
I smiled back at him and said, “You have already proven My philosophy.
There is nothing there, but You have thought of a shed. Should I get a paper and
pen and start writing down dimensions? We will make a blueprint, gather the
materials, size them up and begin construction. Soon You will have a shed where
there was once nothing, all from an idea, created by thought. And such is the
way all things You can conceive of have been created, even this great house and
patio on which We now sit.”
As an architect, I figured My stepfather would find this example rather
obvious and he smiled back at Me as if I had played some clever trick on him,
not really convinced I had given him any proof at all. In fact, now that I think of
it I believe he actually smirked and said, “You’re clever, I’ll give You that
much.”
But this is truth, the power of Our creation. All things begin with thought.

There is not a single thing that humanity invented, created or constructed that did
not first start with an idea and was not born from nothing. As undeniable as this
example is, no amount of effort can help My parents understand this philosophy,
though they have witnessed countless, even miraculous examples of the truth I
share in this Book.
The same night as We were eating dinner, I leaned forward in My chair and
placed the back of My hand on the patio deck. A few moments later My
stepfather noticed and asked Me what I was doing. I motioned with My other
hand for him to keep quiet, but it was too late, he had drawn My mother’s
attention. She let out a shriek as she noticed a spider crawling toward Me under
the table We were eating at.
I tried to calm her, “Don’t worry, don’t kill it… I’m calling it to Me, the spider
knows I am Love”.
My mother and stepfather watched in what looked like a combination of
horror and awe as the spider crawled directly toward Me and climbed on My
extended hand. I casually stood up, walked through the house and set it outside
in the front garden.
When I returned, My stepfather just looked at Me, shook his head and said
nothing as I sat down to resume My meal. You cannot show people what they do
not want to see.
Ask the painter how much He loves the fresh canvas; or the sculptor how
much She loves the unmolded block. Nothing is the unlimited potential of
imagination, waiting to become anything. The dream is the unfettered possibility
of imagination.

Meditative Love
I mentioned that Yin and Yang is reflected in Our own brain. If You want to
fully understand the truth that I share with You in this Book, You will have to
connect to the infinite wisdom that connects You to all that is. This wisdom is
locked deep inside Your subconscious mind.
Many people completely dismiss meditation as a regular practise. I used to be
one of them. I thought that meditation was some kind of ‘new age’ nonsense.
When I began studying Buddhism, there was no escaping the constant reminder
that one should meditate to find their own truth. In fact, I think that is what I
liked about Buddhism most; it doesn’t really give You any clear answers, it
encourages You to find Your own through meditation. However, if You have
ever tried meditating, it is not as easy as it sounds and can be rather frustrating at

first.
I don’t know what it is like to be inside someone else’s mind, I only know
what it is like to be in mine. Meditation is essentially the art of not thinking.
However, whenever I tried meditating, it only made Me keenly aware of how
much I am thinking. Most of the time We are on auto pilot - We are always
thinking about something but We don’t really notice it. When You sit down and
try to stop thinking, You become painfully aware of how much You are thinking
and how incessant the chatter is! So I am going to try to provide You with some
tips on what will make meditation considerably easier.
First of all, I was under the impression that in order to meditate ‘properly’,
You must sit in the lotus position, cross-legged, with Your hands and fingers in a
particular location and position in order to properly channel the energy through
Your body. This is nonsense (sorry if I offend any who swear by this practise)!
All I could think about while sitting in this position was how incredibly
uncomfortable I was, how badly I wanted to shift My body or whether or not I
was keeping the right form.
In order to have any success, You should make Yourself comfortable, even
lying down is okay. The next thing to do, is to try and quiet Your mind. This is
also very difficult. But there is another way. Instead of trying to stop thoughts, it
is much easier to try and control them. You can choose to think about something
in particular. Other thoughts may drift into Your mind but You can easily steer
Your focus back on track. Many people focus on breathing.
Visualization is also a great exercise and I first experienced success with
meditation by using guided techniques. The first few exercises I used involved
visualizing a quiet beach paradise. After becoming completely relaxed, You can
then choose how You want to use the state of thought; I chose self healing. I
simply imagined all the energy in My body warming the area of My body that
was injured. If You try this You will find that You can begin to feel it happening
almost immediately. After healing a couple of My own ailments through
meditation and having nothing left to heal, I then began focusing the energy on
connecting with My subconscious mind.
I will admit it took perhaps a month of additional meditative efforts before I
had My experience and some people may never have an enlightening experience.
However, if You do try this, You will begin to notice the unlimited power of
Your being in other ways. You will perhaps learn to heal Yourself, perhaps You
will learn to develop greater confidence, perhaps You will even just use the
experience to visualize a dream for Your life. No matter what You choose to use
the experience for, there is really no wrong way to do it and I can guarantee that
taking time out from Your day to practise this will release a great deal of stress

from Your life. I now meditate every day and look forward to it immensely.
The surest truth You will ever find is locked within the depths of Your
subconscious mind.

Golden Love
We know that evolution is speeding up and some say this is occurring at an
exponential rate. I’ve tried to research this but I’m not sure if there is enough
information yet to actually pinpoint exactly how fast the velocity is increasing.
We know We make more discoveries every year but there are so many now it is
very difficult to find out exactly how many We made last year compared to the
year before and if We look at older examples, it is difficult to know if We have
all the information.
However, there is something called the Golden Ratio that I think would give
Us a very clear indication of what We can expect. The microcosm reflects the
macrocosm and everything in Our world is created by an increasing rate of
1.618.
Numerically, this is reflected by 0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55; otherwise known
as the Fibonacci sequence. Each number in the equation is the product of the two
numbers preceding it.
This is reflected in Our own body. DaVinci discovered this and I found the
information fascinating. Just google Golden Ratio to learn more but there is no
reason to suggest that the learning curve is not accelerating at exactly the same
rate. I wish I could prove it for You but to do that I would need the scientific
community to step forward and provide some assistance. But I sincerely believe
We will find the ‘Golden Ratio’ of nature revealed in the rate of evolution and
Divine Principle. Consider the implications of this when You begin to notice
how much the numbers jump when You get into the higher digits. Oh, and
incidentally, this ratio also involves no negative numbers (what mathematics
refer to as REAL numbers only). The necessity of money REALLY is an illusion.

Physical Love
Many of the ideas and philosophies I present in this book were things I
believed long before I had any kind of spiritual confirmation of them. I have
always been interested in many fields of study and sometimes I would read
university textbooks from courses one of My girlfriend’s was taking. I remember
one day she handed Me one of her texts and asked Me if I was interested in

reading it. I picked up the book and looked at the cover - it was physics. I smiled
and handed it back to her. “No thanks, I don’t believe in physics.”
She laughed. “How can you not believe in physics? I though you of all people
would be fascinated by physics! Physics is natural law, you can’t deny physics!”
I told her that I had taken a physics course in high school and that on the first
day the teacher told us that the desk was pushing up against all the books on it
with the same force as the weight of the books. I told My girlfriend that I was
never going to believe such nonsense and dropped the course the next day. This
actually caused an argument between the two of us as she continued to insist that
these were hard facts, natural laws that could not be disputed or argued, even by
Me (I am one convincing individual when I want to be). Of course, I remained
steadfast in My belief and refused to read the text.
My argument had been that the table could not be pushing up against the
books for it had no moveable parts and no conscience of self. I asserted that the
weight of the books was constant and that the desk was only resisting the weight
based on its construction. Over time the desk would break down and the books
would eventually fall to the floor. If what the teacher said was true, then as soon
as I removed the books, the table should shoot up into the air, which it was
obviously not going to do. I was right because this was not conceivable in My
reality.
The truth is We were both right. Our entire universe was created by Love, all
things coming out of nothing through the power of thought, imagination. I don’t
want to get too philosophical but essentially, the desk is choosing to be the desk
and is pushing up against the books with the same force that they are exerting on
the desk – if that is what We believe is happening. Similarly, if We believe that
the desk is incapable of pushing, then it is not pushing but merely sustaining the
weight of the books and will continue to do so until the weight of the books
exceeds the strength of the desk’s architecture and construction. Both of these
statements are true for they can both reasonably be conceived within Our realm
of perception. I actually prefer the first statement because it implies that the desk
is aware of the books that are on it, which is true. The desk is also aware of the
books being removed and ceases to exert its upward force on them so that it can
continue to be stationary as We would expect a desk to be – also true.
Things are not really things at all. They are simply parts of Love, being
exactly what We need them to be to enjoy Our current realm of perception.
Every solid object You can conceive of only exists for You. I know it sounds
radical but We know that all objects are really only a collection of tiny particles
vibrating at a particular frequency in order to be what they are. They are keenly
aware of themselves, every single last one of them and they can cease to be that

thing any time they choose… But You created them so You could know this
reality, they exist for You.
I know… I’m getting deeply philosophical again… I’m sorry but this is
important and I am trying to make it as easy as I can. Honestly, this would be
one of the last things I would ever believe had it not been for such a deeply
powerful experience. When I wrote about My experience in this Book, I
mentioned that I became everything I could conceive and was staring at Myself.
Believe Me if You had the experience, You would no longer doubt.
The reason this concept is so important is because of what it implies. Consider
that everything does exist only for You. It means that everything including the
news that You read, the people You meet, the information I present to You here,
evolution, religion, money… Every single tiny thing that comes into Your
existence was created by You so that You could experience it. It means that even
the history You read about does not really exist, except so that You could take
something from it for this experience You now know. It means that the entire
world as You know it did not even exist before You were born, before You knew
of Yourself! You created it all for this experience! As difficult as it is to digest, I
swear to You this is truth, this is the power of Love… So ask Yourself, what
dream did You come here to know? And dream big, because I give You My
word, if You believe, You will have it; this world was created by You, for You.

Quantum Love
The previously indisputable ‘natural laws’ of physics recently turned the
scientific community upside down in a branch of physical study called quantum
physics. This relatively new research scientifically demonstrates the powerful
influence Our thoughts have over the manipulation of physical matter and
validates My previously ‘impossible theory’ according to now outdated physical
laws.
Shortly after My awakening, I was very selective about who I talked to about
it because I knew how radical some of My ideas sounded. However I am
convinced they are not beliefs, but things I know to be true. At first it was only
My brother, My mother, and two very close friends, one of whom provided Me
with a great deal of the meditation techniques that led to the experience. But in
My experience, I also asked that I be connected with other people who would
help Me to deal with this profound wisdom. The reaction of the first few people I
shared this with assured Me My request had been answered.
Fearing He would tell Me I was crazy, I shared the experience with one of My

closest friends; I told Him that We could walk through walls if We could only
convince the subconscious mind that We could, and if We could somehow
convince the wall We did not know it was there. He did laugh, but He was not
laughing at Me. Instead, He told Me, “Crazy bro, have You heard about quantum
physics? I was just watching a video, crazy stuff. Exactly the kind of thing You
are talking about, got scientists all messed up! Wait, I’ll send You a link, You
gotta check this out!”
Sure enough, the “You-Tube” video He sent Me was exactly the kind of thing
I was talking about! Quantum physics is the behavioural study of some of the
smallest particles of physical matter, electrons. In the video My friend sent Me
there was a demonstration of particles being projected against a ‘wall’ with a two
slits cut out of it. A backboard behind the first wall would leave an impression of
where the particles passed through the slits. The scientists watched as the
projected electrons they fired at the board passed through the slits just as
expected, leaving an impression of the two slits on the backdrop behind,
behaving just as physical matter should. They repeated the experiment but this
time allowed the electrons to fire at the two slits while they were out of the
room. When they returned they found a wave pattern on the backdrop behind,
this time suggesting that the particles were acting as energy instead of matter.
They couldn’t understand why the electrons had changed their behaviour (or how
they could) so they set up a microscopic camera to film how the particles
behaved while they were out of the room. The particles once again resumed
acting like physical particles. When these particles were not being observed,
they behaved like energy. But even when they were being watched by a camera,
they were aware of the camera and once again resumed behaving like physical
matter as the physicists had anticipated they should! Quantum physics is
qualifying for the first time that every single thing in existence has awareness
not only of self, but of everything else around it and more importantly, that Our
perspective determines their behaviour. Our thoughts and beliefs have literally
created all the physical matter in Our existence so We can enjoy the physical
experience We know.
By the way, the scientists still don’t understand what is happening in the
experiment. The reason they get the wave pattern is because the particle is not
passing through either slit because as energy it has no need to, it can go straight
through the board. However, just as energy passing through a single slit appears
like waves, so too does the solid particle create a wave pattern when it’s energy
field passes through the center of the board. Why bother to go through either slit
when they can just go straight through? The shortest distance between two points
is a straight line. Physical reality is only for Us… Just a theory, but I bet that’s

what they discover soon enough. I’ve been right about every other philosophy
I’ve had, so why not…
Since then, My friend has posted a few other things on his “Facebook” page
and other friends have brought Me more and more information to support the
philosophies I present in this Book, further proving that Our beliefs manifest the
physical things We need in Our reality to know Our dreams. The possibility of a
world waking up to the truth of Our enlightened being began to reveal itself in
every field of study I researched. Believe You are creating Your reality because
You are, whether You are aware of it or not.

Medical Love
“How ‘bout getting off of these antibiotics” – Alanis Morrisette, ‘Thank You’
The medical field is also beginning to reveal the incredible power of Our
thoughts.
From the moment humanity first forgot it was Love, We ceased to know Our
divinity, began to fear death and sickness was born.
Sickness is the physical manifestation of fear in the body. Our thoughts are
creative. Because We are Love, every thought is creative, good or bad. So if You
think negative thoughts, more negative things will come into Your reality.
Sickness is one of them. Have You noticed that the people who worry most
about the flu season always seem to be the ones who get sick? Have You noticed
that people who seem constantly happy almost never get sick? These are not
coincidences.
The speed of evolution is reflected in the medical field as well. We continually
understand more about the human body; We have already proven We are the
creator through discoveries such as cloning, We are mapping the human genome
and recent studies even suggest We may soon know how to slow or even stop the
aging process. If nothing else, all of this is a clear reflection of Our fear of
mortality; what We seek to understand in medicine reveals that We want to live
forever. Will We need to discover how to live forever before We discover We
were immortal to begin with?
Medicine is a great example of the truth I am sharing. I started to tell people
that if they just chose to be happy in every moment they could remain healthy. I
began telling people that We do not need medicine, that Our body is created
perfectly containing all the divine wisdom We need to heal both Ourselves and
others. Some believe Me, some don’t - and they are always right.
With all these words of wisdom I can’t help sharing, it doesn’t take long for

people to identify that I am spiritual; some even believe I can work miracles - for
them I can. At My last job virtually everyone enjoyed listening to My
philosophies and often people would ask to speak with Me on various topics,
some even asked Me if I had the power to heal. I would tell them if they believed
I could, then I could.
One day I was working with a lady I absolutely adored and the feeling was
mutual. We would sing and dance all day while We worked. But on this
particular day, she was not singing or dancing, something was clearly wrong.
She told Me she had a migraine headache that she took special medication for
but was out of her prescription. I asked if there was anything I could do to help.
As I asked, another girl overheard and piped (mockingly), “Why don’t You just
heal her Sean?”
The moment of truth; they wanted to know if I was for real. I looked at My
friend and asked her, “Do You want Me to heal You?”
Her eyes lit up and she very cheerfully replied, “Okay! Thank you, Sean.”
It was all the encouragement I needed. I had no idea what I was about to do,
but I knew it didn’t matter. I asked the other girl to get Me a bottle of water. She
did. I placed the bottle in front of Me on the table, cupped it with My hands,
closed My eyes and thought to Myself, ‘she has already thanked Me for what she
believes I will do. Her belief will cure her headache.’ I waited until I felt the
words in My heart, then I said to her, “I have blessed this water, it will cure Your
headache.”
With enthusiasm, she sincerely and graciously said, “Wow, thank you Sean!”
It wasn’t more than fifteen minutes later when I noticed her swaying gently
back and forth to a song on the radio, smiling as she worked. I asked her how her
head felt.
“Oh, Sean!! I forgot! I have no headache now, thank you! Wow, you are
magic.”
“Not magic… You believed the water would cure you, so it did.”
I don’t think she understood the message and many who see this kind of thing
don’t. But although events like this happen to Me frequently when I share
thoughts with people, it has nothing to do with Me. The moment people invest
some belief in the truth I share is the moment it begins to reveal itself in their
reality. A few days later she asked Me to heal her shoulder and the moment My
hands touched her, she believed it was working… And it did.
Though I immediately intended to use this story in My book and added it to
My notes, I hoped that this truth would somehow be revealed in a more
undeniable way, on a global scale. That same evening, the friend who had sent
me the video on quantum physics had posted a newspaper article on His

Facebook page.
The newspaper article explained how five of the top drug companies in the
U.S. were now in serious risk of financial trouble after spending years
developing promising drugs for well known and previously untreatable
ailments.4 Though these drugs had demonstrated incredible results with their test
patients, part of the drug approval process is a placebo test. All five companies
failed the placebo test. Patients taking the placebo experienced as much or
greater benefit than those taking the drug. The article summarized by saying that
tests like this suggest that as Our drugs become better, so too does Our belief in
their ability to heal Us. Perhaps science will only prove We are divine; that it is
not drugs, but Our belief in drugs that cures Us.
You do not need anti-flu vaccinations, Swine Flu vaccinations or anything
else. I know a lot of people will disagree with this but We can learn to heal
Ourselves naturally. If there is a shot for it, there is something in nature for it.
Our body’s immune system is like a muscle. We know if We decided to stop
using Our legs entirely for a month or two and suddenly tried to stand after that
amount of time, We would fall. Your immune system is the same. If You give
Your body antibiotics, Your body’s immune system doesn’t have a chance to
learn and becomes weaker. The more drugs You take the weaker You become. It
was necessary to go through the process of medicine because We will eventually
learn that We can heal everything. We are learning to do in conscious mind what
We already knew in subconscious mind. Once We learn to heal everything, We
will fear nothing and We will stop getting sick, the drugs will be irrelevant
because We have completed the evolutionary healing process in conscious
reality.
Everything We see and hear affects Our thoughts. Increased warnings on
cigarette packages only increase Your fear of cancer and other ailments they
warn You may get. The same is true of ‘flu season’, media perpetuates the idea
that the flu is coming, causing people to fear getting sick and ultimately
manifesting itself in the body. Anything You see or hear that You allow Yourself
to fear can begin to work its way into Your subconscious and eventually Your
reality. All this fear of sickness stems from a fear of dying. The truth is You were
born to die. The upside is that life is the experience that will allow You to know
bliss when You die. But life is truly a gift, the greatest gift You could give
Yourself. Enjoy it and be happy, do what makes Your heart sing and You will
live long and healthy.

Making Love

“… You were perverted too.
I don’t know how You were inverted…” - The Beatles, ‘While My Guitar
Gently Weeps’
I told You that proof is everywhere if We choose to see it and the English
language is no exception. Your parents made Love and here You are; You are the
Love they made. From the moment of Your conception (thought), the Love that
was made evolved to become the great being You are now. I’m sure You can
imagine how convenient all of this seemed to Me as I began writing this Book.
Everything in Our reality ‘conveniently’ supports Love’s truth.
Making Love also demonstrates that the most blissful feeling to know is Love.
In the quote at the beginning of this section, the ‘You’ The Beatles are making
reference to is Love. Our world has turned Love upside down (inverted), turning
the act of making Love into something dirty and pornographic when it was
meant to be known as the most beautiful and glorious of human experiences.
If the world spent more time making Love, We would undoubtedly be happier.
But most of Us have closed Our minds to Love, call it sex, believe We should
not talk about it or express Our natural desire to make Love. We have even been
taught to be ashamed of Our bodies and the sexual act. The innate lack of
understanding for the oppression of Our most natural desire manifests itself as
anger and in the most extreme cases, becomes the rapist in Our society.
Yet the entire human race would cease to exist if We ever stopped making
Love. The most natural and essential part of the continuation of Our species is to
know the bliss of making Love; Our survival depends on it.
The pornography industry is one of the most profitable (if not the most
profitable) industry on the planet. This is because Our natural desire for making
Love has been suppressed for so long that We are powerless to resist. We’ve
been taught to feel guilty about Our most natural desire to know Love through
the act of making Love; a celebration of the beauty of Our most grand creation,
the human body.
This is the Yin and Yang of the human form. The necessity and insatiable
desire for man and woman to come together as one should be teaching Us that
the glory of Love is what We came here to know and that the experience of
knowing Love is bliss. If We understand this alone… Then in knowing We came
here to know Love, everything We do not know about Love allows for the bliss
of knowing. Yin and Yang can teach Us through human experience that the
union of Yin and Yang, the knowledge of Love, is both blissful and unavoidable.
If You do not know it while You are here, You are assured to know it when You
leave. Ignorance of Your glorious being is only one part of the Divine Principle

to know You are Love.

Intelligent Love
The entire evolutionary process is to know the bliss of Love.
There is much We can learn by watching Love unfold before Us. We can learn
that the process is continuous; continuously improving and continuously
accelerating. It took millions of years for early species to evolve. It took early
humanity only tens of thousands of years to evolve, then thousands of years,
then hundreds, then mere decades. We measure this process by Our
technological achievements. Today, We are evolving so fast We no longer
measure the process by the number of years between new discoveries, but by the
number of new discoveries made every year; and it is always more. The
implications of this truth are both overwhelming and surprisingly encouraging.
Some say that there is no connection between wisdom and intelligence. A man
can be infinitely wise and completely ignorant of science, technology and other
things We typically consider when evaluating intelligence. Similarly, a man can
be Harvard educated, extremely intelligent and completely arrogant, or ignorant
with respect to wisdom. Intelligence is really just a measure of what We have
learned; wisdom is that which We inwardly know to be true of Our self.
However, if We understand that the evolutionary process is a continual
process to know Love’s bliss, then We know there is a connection. The more
intelligent We become, the closer We are to understanding truth, the closer We
are to discovering Our divinity, connecting Us once again to the subconscious
mind that contains all the answers that will forever set us free from the perils of
the world We now know. This means We will soon be too ‘bright’ to believe that
the morality by which We currently allow Ourselves to be led is the best We can
do. Surely an entire humanity enlightened to the true nature of its being is
preferable to that which We know now. Science, biology, astronomy and
countless other fields of research are trying desperately hard to figure out the
meaning of Our existence and with determination, We have proven over and
over again there is little We seek to achieve that We will not eventually realize.
My awakening was not accidental or inconsequential but a reflection of what
is happening in the macrocosm, that which We seek to know in Our collective
reality. We are at a pivotal, critical time in humanity’s evolution. It is necessary
for the world to be on the brink of destruction so that We may collectively seek
to know something greater than that which We are. “Ask, and You shall
receive…”

We know by fossil evidence that organisms have changed form to adjust to
their environment but We don’t really understand how it happens. We believe it
is a slow process that takes millions of years to achieve. The truth however, is
that evolution is an instantaneous process. When a species collectively chooses
to be something more than it is, it becomes that thing. Humanity does not need
to change form; We are the creator, Love on earth. The evolution occurring in
humanity is an evolution in conscience, a shift in perception that will allow Us to
know what We really are. This is why We can’t see evolution occurring in
humanity unless We acknowledge that which I have just revealed – by
understanding the implications of the speed at which We discover new
technologies. If We understand this as a reflection of what is happening in the
individual self, each new discovery representing individuals waking up to the
truth of their being… Then the number of people awake to the true nature of Our
divine being is increasing with the same velocity as evolution itself… Soon, We
will all know We are Love. When We collectively know We are Love on earth,
We will know peace.
Did You really think We are already as great as We can be, that all of this was
for nothing? The ever increasing velocity of human evolution is a clear indicator
that We are reaching the end.
“As in heaven, so too below…”

Technological Love
If You have a hard time believing that the financial world will soon come
crashing down, developments in technology can reveal that the monetary system
is about to expire.
We know We are evolving, We know We are developing new technologies
with increased velocity in every moment. This demonstrates that at least
collectively We are getting smarter, more intelligent. To further suggest that
there is in fact a connection between intelligence and wisdom, this evolutionary
process can’t help but collectively wake Us up to the truth of the greatest
problem plaguing Our current social system.
As science and technology will continue to reveal new physical evidence to
support the truth I am sharing with You in this Book, so too will it continue to
reveal greater sources of renewable, clean energy sources and machines that
operate with increased efficiency. This poses a critical problem for the
continuation of the monetary system We embrace and this has been reflected in
the recent global financial collapse.

In what will prove to be futile efforts to restore the international economy, Our
world leaders are introducing stimulus packages to support infrastructure
projects around the globe for the sake of job creation. But as technology
continues to develop products of increased efficiency, more and more people
will inevitably lose their jobs to machines. Similarly, the state of Our
environment is demanding increased attention to the eco-friendly renewable
energy sources available. These new energy sources, like solar, wind, tidal
current and geo-thermal current are not only one hundred percent clean, but
eliminate much of the work force required to operate the environmentally
destructive energy plants We currently use.
In Canada, Prime Minister Stephen Harper announced in the early months of
2009 that he would be investing a substantial portion of Canada’s stimulus
package into ten new gas powered energy plants. He boasted that this was great
for Canada’s economy, providing hundreds of jobs while replacing outdated coal
burning energy plants that are currently in place. Unfortunately, politicians are
professional public speakers and their job is primarily to sell their misguided
policies to the public. Why replace highly toxic coal burning energy plants with
only slightly less toxic, gas powered plants? By the time Canada completes these
gas powered energy plants the technology will be obsolete. The technology is
already obsolete, the only reason that it sounds like a good idea is because it
claims to provide Canadians with much needed jobs. The more reasonable
motivation for this plan is that it supports a continued need for fossil fuel,
strengthening Canada’s relationship with the U.S. as the U.S. government
continues to cash in on the oil reserves being extracted from the Middle-East,
financing their continued war efforts and ensuring Canada will be a long term
consumer, customer and U.S. ally.
The fact is; the technological trend can generate nothing less than increased
efficiency in all areas of industry, indicating that the global labour pool is on a
steady decline while population is on a steady incline. This means that
unemployment and poverty are steadily increasing as humanity continues to
evolve and the gap between rich and poor will continue to widen. Soon, very
soon, the need for new social structure will be undeniable and truth will be
revealed.
The governments of the world already know this and are desperately trying to
keep the global population at bay, insisting that stimulus packages and
infrastructure plans will soon restore the global economy. Unfortunately, this is
impossible, I promise You. The current social system is obsolete and a complete
breakdown of the global economy is eminent, it is only a matter of time. The
good news is the truth of the greatest illusion We have learned to accept will

finally be revealed. Money will be obsolete.

Connecting Love
Another great technological achievement evolution has offered Us is the
internet. The internet is the single greatest example of humanity’s collective
desire to know itself as one and proof that Love is once again remembering its
parts. The internet is the conscious mind’s answer to the communication of
thought lost with Our connection to subconscious mind.
In looking at the macrocosm of Our world as a reflection of self, We can
understand that the internet reflects an inward desire to know Ourselves as one
being. The internet is only one example of this, language is the second. Is it
coincidental that there are so many metaphors for truth in the English language?
Or is this perhaps intentional, knowing that one day all of humanity will be
speaking English? English is now the second language in most Asian countries
and between Asia, North America, South America, Australia and those countries
in Europe that speak English as a first or second language, this is already the
world majority. Those wanting to communicate internationally will soon be
required to speak English and the truths hidden in this language are working in
Your subconscious all the time. It is Our subconscious mind that contains the
wisdom; this is what will wake Us up to truth.
It was the division of people by language and the loss of understanding in Our
subconscious that separated Us from Love. The internet and the return to one
language to share the truth of Love affirm that conscious mind is in its final stage
of development; We are near knowing self.
In a couple of years, they will try and charge You for every website You visit
(early 2012 to be more precise). Only select websites will be free so that they
can control the information that is coming to You. They will tell You that this is
because of the ever increasing volume and requirement for extra server memory
and maintenance. The truth is, they just want to cash in on Our natural desire to
reconnect, knowing We cannot live without it. All You really need to consider to
know this is a lie, is the rate of technology I previously discussed. Think about
the memory Your computer has now compared to computers of five years ago.
We can handle more and more memory faster than We can ever hope to use it.
Technology is allowing Us to do more for less, not less for more. Just think
about these things, please!

True Love

“All songs are one song, And that song is don’t forget” - The Tragically Hip,
‘World Container’
This may also be a difficult concept to understand but it is the reason why I
not only know that the world will one day know peace, but that this day is
coming soon.
Artists; enlightened or not, are awake to the true potential of their creative
being. Like any other human being, artists create with thought. However, artists
create with the most pure thought, Love for what they do. Artists are humans
being Love, whether they are consciously aware or not.
To understand the power of this force of creation, We must understand that
truth exists within all of Us, locked in the subconscious mind. To become
enlightened or awake, We must connect with the wisdom locked in Our
subconscious. The artist does not have to be awake because they are already
awake; they are being true to the nature of their being, using their creative
potential to create Love. Love is creation and creation is art, so art is Love. In
this way, whether they understand truth or not is irrelevant, they are listening to
the subconscious mind.
However, it is the effect of this creation on the human spirit that makes this so
powerful. Often You may step into a building, look at a painting or hear a song
and something happens to You, You feel something. You may not understand it,
but You like it. When You are feeling down or tired You may play some of Your
favourite music and suddenly You begin to feel better.
Just like You are aware that Your subconscious mind is processing millions of
bits of information to keep Your body in check, maintaining balance while You
stand and countless other things You take for granted, so too is Your
subconscious mind processing the beauty of music and artwork. Your
subconscious mind understands Love and is quietly whispering to Your
conscious mind long after You finish hearing a song or viewing a painting.
This is the ‘ancient wisdom’ that civilizations like the Mayans, Aztecs and
perhaps most significantly, the Egyptians were aware of. Their buildings were
constructed to be beautiful, glorious reflections of their creative ability, full of
artwork containing stories of spiritual truth, consistently reminding them of their
true nature, never allowing them to forget. The very same wisdom controversial
groups like freemasons use in their architecture.
This is how the world is waking up. Even though the artist does not need to be
awake to truth in order to create great works, many are! More and more artists
are revealing words of wisdom in their music and even if You do not understand
them, combined with the power of Love, they are working in the subconscious to

awaken Your spirit, connecting words to feeling. This is how and why humanity
is waking up and more importantly, why its rate will continue to accelerate; this
creative force cannot be escaped.

Colourful Love
The evolution of Love will also one day remove any final remnants of racism
from Our society. As Our population continues to grow and members of Our
family choose to live in other countries, so too are We learning to appreciate the
beauty of people from all walks of life. We are learning to see past the colour of
Our skin and appreciate the differences between Us.
We already know that the greater the gene pool of a species, the greater the
chance the species has to adapt to its environment by taking the most successful
characteristics of each of the parents to produce the next offspring. Although the
day may still be thousands of years away, We cannot deny that eventually We
will no longer be able to distinguish people by the colour of their skin. Let Us
hope that We do not have to wait for this day to come before We realize that We
are all the same. We are spiritual beings having a human experience and Love is
colourblind.

Natural Love
“So God keep Our land, cause We certainly can’t.
Until the darkness ends, until the sun tries again.” – Tragically Hip, ‘Country
Day’
There is one other divine entity that ensures We will soon know peace –
Mother Nature.
Believe it or not, this is the single most relevant revelation that the end is both
assured and near. In order to understand it, We must understand that Love cannot
die. Love is on a continuous quest of self discovery and only becomes greater in
every moment. We are destroying Our planet and We know this. The primary
reason for this is the financial system We embrace, producing endless
unnecessary products in the name of profit, favouring fossil burning fuel systems
over environmentally clean alternatives that are readily available and restricted
only by money. The second reason is war and weapons testing.
Some will say that Our technological and scientific achievements only add to
the destruction of Our planet; that We will soon develop weapons of such
incredible mass destruction that We will exterminate Ourselves, or that a gross

lack of respect for the environment, wildlife and natural resources will
eventually destroy Mother Earth. However, there is a significant saving grace in
the divinity of Love’s perfection.
The first is Our personal will to live. It doesn’t matter if You are the eternal
pessimist and think that a prophecy for peace is impossible, that the world is
dismal, bleak and uncaring. You are here. You still get out of bed every day.
Why? Because inwardly, You know there is something more, even if You can’t
believe it in Your conscious mind. You are waiting for something better.
Consider again that this is the microcosmic example of what will happen in the
world and We know that We will know peace. Collectively We don’t want to die
any more than We do individually. We Love life, even this harsh world We were
given. We endure in the personal experience and We will endure collectively.
Secondly, if We continue to disregard Mother Nature, She is well aware of
what We are doing. She knows We are destroying Her, She knows We are
destroying Ourselves. We see evolution but We don’t understand what suddenly
makes the change. But We become what We need to become to continue the
process. Love is divine; Love only becomes greater in each new understanding.
So, if only for the sake of continued progress, Love will be forced to wake
humanity up to the truth of Our being. The continuing need for change in Our
world because of Our destruction of it, the more Mother Nature will call out to
Our conscience. You cannot escape divinity, period!

Timeless Love
I saved this for the end because this is the most difficult concept to try to
explain, even for those with very deep spiritual understanding. Einstein
understood it and many still try to explain this phenomenon but I am going to try
and keep it very simple and relative to the information I have shared with You
thus far.
Most of Us understand time as constant. We measure it in seconds, minutes,
hours, days, weeks, months, years… But time is not at all constant. Time is
relative (as Einstein could explain in intricate detail) to Your perception. I also
believe it was Einstein who used the comparison: ‘If a man spends two minutes
with a very pretty girl, two minutes goes by very quickly. But if a man spends
two minutes sitting on a hotplate, time passes very slowly.’
So, relating this to what I have shown You so far in order to demonstrate that
We are very much near the end of the existence We know now, I will explain two
things that demonstrate how time is speeding up very quickly.

First, evolution: Evolution reveals that We are discovering more new
technologies every year. So if We were to measure time by the number of
technological achievements and new discoveries, We would see very quickly
how fast time is now moving. It only appears to be static for the purpose of Our
reality. We want to know truth and We are impatient – We want to know now! So
every time We learn something, We come closer and closer to reaching the end.
Secondly, our body: Medicine is allowing humans to live longer. An
interesting fact is that all mammals have roughly one billion heartbeats in a
lifetime if they live to die of natural causes.
This means that as We continue to live longer, Our heart rate is actually
slowing down to allow for this process.
So humanity is essentially slowing down while time is speeding up; further
accelerating the process of self awareness. The reason for this is because We are
on a continual journey of self awareness, We never die. When We were further
away from knowledge of self in the conscious mind, We did not want the
experience of separation to be too long because life is not so glorious. Now that
We are reaching the end, when We become enlightened to the true nature of Our
being in conscious reality, We will want to delight in the experience of life
longer. We know in subconscious mind that this transition is near, that conscious
mind will soon know We are Love.
Time is speeding up every day and We will live much longer and accomplish
deeds much faster in the new world to make the transition as smooth and
efficient as possible.

Concluding Love
Everything I have shown You is an example of what Our world is trying to
teach Us. This world and all the information in it were created for You so You
could know what You are, so You could know Your unlimited creative potential.
Making Love teaches Us We came here to know the bliss of Love, medical
science teaches Us that the world has everything in it We need to heal Ourselves,
quantum physics teach Us that Our thoughts are creative, evolution teaches Us
We cannot die We will only improve, technology teaches Us We are becoming
more efficient, philosophy teaches Us that if We do not know self We cannot
know anything (even nothing), internet and language teach Us that We seek to
reconnect the human family, Mother Nature teaches Us the need for a new level
of conscience; all of it together teaches Us that it is Our mind that is evolving to
know new greatness while time teaches Us We soon will.

Evolution reveals that conscious mind is learning everything We once knew in
the subconscious mind; how to heal Ourselves, that We are immortal beings, that
Our divine creative power is thought, that We long to connect internationally and
increased efficiency will allow Us to utilize all of these incredible forces to
transform Our world with never before seen speed to create the utopia for the
enjoyment of Our new self awareness and restoration of Our planet.

Chapter Six: Completing Love
The Power of One

Optimistic Love
In the Book of Understanding I told You that no matter what I say or how
conclusive any truth I present to You may seem, You may still choose not to
believe Me. I also told You that whatever You choose to believe will be the
reality of Your human experience. What You can perceive in Your mind, You can
create in Your reality; such is the power of perception. This is why I hope to
present a truth that is not only plausible, but encouraging.
I’ve had people tell Me long before My spiritual awakening that I am the
‘eternal optimist’. Some have considered Me a great source of inspiration; others
have shunned Me and told Me they are ‘realists’, that an optimistic attitude is not
realistic considering the world around Us. But everything is relative to Our
perception. There is no such thing as a ‘realist’. Realism is an interpretation of
the information You are presented with and the reality You have chosen to
accept. Most people who call themselves realists are in actuality, pessimists.
They interpret the world around them with a negative attitude and their own life
becomes a reflection of this interpretation. In actuality, this does little less than
support the truth I am presenting to You. The ‘so-called’ realist would tell Me
that there is too much corruption in the world, too much sickness, poverty,
oppression, despair, that Our world is beyond hope. In turn this person reflects
this truth in their own behaviour and wonders what people are smiling about.
What they believe to be true about the world is all they allow themselves to see.
This in turn confirms their pessimistic attitude and the reality of their bleak and
dismal life is the so called realism they perpetuate to others.
I am a highly positive thinker. When I look at the dark cloud I only see its
silver lining – I know there is a bright sun looming behind it. That is not to say
that I am ignorant of the problems that exist in Our world, I simply understand
the Divine Principle and reason for everything. My own life has had more than
its fair share of challenges. In fact, My brother told Me once that He had no idea
how I could remain so positive through the countless unfortunate situations I
have managed to find Myself in. I’m not sure exactly what I said, but I know it
would have been something like, “Life will not give Me anything I can’t handle.
I’m tough, this too I will overcome and I will be stronger for it. Don’t worry
about Me, I am okay, I will always be okay.”
The world is as full of tragedy today as it has been any other time in history

and many people tell Me it is only getting worse. I tell them that is only how it
appears, that all things are necessary, that it is all part of the Divine Principle;
things are getting better, soon We will know peace.
So where is the silver lining of the dark cloud that now looms over Our
world?
What about the global recession?
The global recession is to help Us realize that money is not truth, to help Us
lose Our grip on monetary wealth that has created the social classes that divide
Us and release Us from voluntary slavery, a system We have so long embraced.
What about N1H1, cancer, AIDS and other diseases?
These things exist to teach Us Our divinity, to show Us what We can
overcome; to teach Us that We do not need medicine, that it is Our faith in
medicine that cures Us.
What about starvation and malnutrition?
This is to remind Us that We live in a world of abundance, that it is Our lack
of compassion and understanding, Our greed and failure to evenly distribute the
food and resources We have available that are the cause of starvation.
What about torture, genocide and other forms of oppression imposed on Us by
world leaders?
This is to teach Us that Our leaders are guided by a lack of conscience and
morality, that We the people are more powerful than all Our world leaders
combined if We choose to wake up to the truth of Our spirit, if We choose to
know Ourselves as one and act as one.
What about war?
War can end tomorrow; the power is within Us, the people, to lay down Our
guns and choose peace.
Yes, perhaps My perspective is positive, but why should it not be? This is
realism. Do You wish to believe that We do not know better? Virtually every
man and woman speaks of the same problems with the same compassion, hoping
one day Our world can become a better place, yet reluctant to believe it is
possible. We continue to embrace the values that oppress Us and restrict Our
freedoms. We do not yet understand that these dreams are not mine alone, but
the dreams of many, far more than those who choose to keep Us from having
them. We, the people, the world, the dreamers… We are the majority. We need
only come together, to choose to know Our will, to believe the dream. Heaven
on earth is possible, We need only ask to know it… And it starts with You. You
are the world, You are the People, You are Love; remember.
I will teach You how it can be done, but it must start with You. Choose to
know a better world, change Your perspective, understand that this world is not

the world You created, but the world that was given to You so You could know
Your creative power to make change. This is the world You came to transform!
Yin and Yang, the law of duality… The Golden Dawn will come after the
coldest, darkest night. The darker the world appears, the closer We are to the
new light.

Conspiring Love
“Satanic cults comprised of the Illuminati, freemasons and secret societies
control the world and will one day enslave all of society not included in their
elite social class.” – Internet conspiracy theory.
The invention of the internet has allowed rumours to circulate the globe at
never before seen speeds. It can provide a wealth of valuable information and it
can serve to perpetuate countless meaningless rumours. However, the belief in a
secret society comprised of freemasons and an elite group of individuals called
the Illuminati is widely supported. The Hollywood blockbuster “Angels and
Demons” introduces the Illuminati to the main stream movie goer declaring its
existence factual - (incidentally, these books were also introduced to My brother
when I explained to him that there is great financial influence behind Our
leaders).
In ‘Angels and Demons’, the Illuminati are introduced as a sadistic cult bent
on destroying the Roman Catholic Church. Internet rumours include stories of
the Illuminati’s integral role in setting up the foundation of the financial system,
imply they are at the top of the world’s most profitable banks, manipulate world
leaders to serve their own interests and own all mainstream media networks
controlling the information that reaches the public. In fact, this is just the
beginning; the extent of their reach within the highest ranks of society is
overwhelming. In order to get the full picture You will have to investigate the
rumours Yourself. If You do decide to look into the rumours more fully, I warn
that You should brace Yourself; the incredible power that these groups are
rumoured to hold is almost beyond comprehension and the information to
support these claims is extremely convincing. Be warned.
It is rumoured that these groups are in possession of ancient wisdom that have
allowed them to use this incredible power to bring themselves to the very highest
ranking positions in society. Some sources claim they are a satanic cult while
others simply suggest they are in possession of profound wisdom that will
denounce the church.
My friends are responsible for bringing Me most of the information that has

come to Me since My spiritual experience. I remember first calling My friend in
Montreal, the one who had introduced Me to meditation. We had been searching
for truth together and I could hardly wait to tell Him what I had learned. Not
having any real clarity to explain the experience yet, I remember saying, “It’s an
illusion bro, just an illusion! You are It! All of this, the money, the stuff, the
apartment, it’s all an illusion. You created it all. I know I sound crazy, but trust
Me, We will all wake up to this truth soon. Keep asking.”
He laughed, but never at Me. He said, “Bro, I don’t think you’re crazy. I’ll
send You a movie; I think You’ll like it.”
He sent Me a movie called Zeitgeist and asked Me to call Him again when I
was done. Then He sent Me information on the Illuminati and freemasons,
apparently responsible for the creation of the world We know now.
But what do I make of all this information? Little more than confirmation that
the world We have come to accept is corrupt whether groups like the Illuminati
and freemasons exist or not. Conspiracy theories simply perpetuate the idea that
We are guided by an immoral system. Regardless who is responsible, these
theories only stand to further increase Our collective awareness and desire for a
better world. The power of the internet to circulate such rumours and keep Us
asking to know truth only further suggest We soon will.
The truth is, if these groups did attain their power by knowledge of some
ancient wisdom, there is only one truth and the wisdom they possess is no
different from what I am sharing with You. Thought will determine Your reality
and while these conspiracy theories may tell You that the media presented to You
is designed to manipulate and brainwash You; if You become fearful of
conspiracy theories, the effect is the same. You need simply know Your own
unlimited creative potential; start choosing the world You dream to know.
Continue questioning everything. The truth will set You free.
To be honest, after researching the Illuminati in depth, I will tell You quite
frankly that I don’t really blame them if the rumours are true. They understood
separation from truth was only part of the Divine Principle. The only people who
can ever really be enslaved are the ones who believe they have no choice. They
are rumoured to be the greatest minds in history, Newton,
Galileo, DaVinci (my personal favourite) and all of these men were
independent thinkers. The only way You will know truth is to think outside the
box, so to speak. I believe that all they are doing is trying to wake the world up
to the truth with great paintings and scientific truths that they know one day will
only prove exactly what I am sharing with You here, unravelling the grip the
Roman Catholic Church has had on humanity for thousands of years and having
their moment in the sun when it all comes crashing down. I certainly don’t

believe they are evil. They are no more evil than You empower them to be and
they are definitely not satanists.
If these groups exist and they do possess divine wisdom, know that I do too,
even if You have difficulty understanding all the concepts in this Book. Believe
it or not, when I told My mother that the freemasons were not evil she told Me
My grandfather was a freemason… Perhaps I was a freemason in another
lifetime and have come back to reveal their truth… This Book is created with the
same divine wisdom and intent; its power is unlimited, its Love will set You free.
“When the power of Love overcomes the love of power, the world will know
peace.” – Sri Chinmoy Ghose (from Zeitgeist)

The End of Love
“Don’t You want to see how it ends?
The doors are just starting to open.” – The Tragically Hip, ‘The Depression
Suite’
One of the greatest revelations to suggest that the world is ‘coming to an end’
is the Mayan calendar.
I was sitting discussing some of My philosophies with a friend of mine and
showing him how the truth of Our being would soon be realized. His roommate
overheard Our conversation and piped in, “Obviously you haven’t heard about
the Mayan prophecy. Our world is doomed, a few years from now nothing will
matter; we will all be gone.”
My friend rolled His eyes. He had warned Me about his roommate and how he
was one of the most negative, pessimistic people he had ever met. I laughed and
told him not to worry about it, people will believe what they choose to believe.
Everything is relative to perception.
I have heard of the Mayan prophecy. In fact, it was another friend of mine
who first introduced Me to the Mayan calendar. We had both been studying
ancient civilizations and exchanging information over the internet. I had already
told him of My philosophy for an evolution in conscience that I believed would
soon bring peace to the world. He introduced Me to the Mayan calendar
suggesting it supported My philosophy and might make good material for My
Book. Just goes to show You how Our perception can influence Our
interpretation of information.
As I began researching this prophecy Myself, I couldn’t help but smile.
Considering that thought is the creative force of Our being determining the
reality We will know, the information I found was very encouraging. All the

information regarding this prophecy is relative to the source. There is as much
information to suggest that the synchronization between the Mayan calendar and
Our own is so far off that the doomsday predicted has already passed. On the
other hand, there are many sources that believe this predicted day is coming soon
and that it will be the end of humanity.
Here is where My philosophy becomes so relevant. I am not sure exactly
when We will awaken to the true nature of Our being but quite honestly, I like
the Mayan prediction. Considering the rate of technology now I think it fits
beautifully so it is My personal favourite. Secondly, I know the power of the
internet and the media and a prophecy for the end of the world, real or imagined,
is too good to pass up. This suggests We will all be aware of it on some level,
meaning it will be working in Our subconscious. I believe that if We are not all
awake by the time this fated day arrives this will provide the catalyst for
collective conscious awareness.
Many people sincerely do believe this is Our fate. But the end of the world is
relative to Our perception of what ‘the end of the world’ really is. Is the end of
the world the destruction of humanity? Or is the end of the world the end of Our
ill fated ways, the end of chaos and confusion, the end of the warring world We
know today? Perhaps the Mayans really were enlightened and knew that all of
humanity would have to be on the same page for change to occur; perhaps they
knew when Love’s evolution would enter its next era.
Just as there are prophecies for the end of the world, there are also countless
ancient hieroglyphs and renaissance paintings suggesting that alchemists will
one day discover how to turn lead to gold. If We understand this as a metaphor
for a depiction of ages, then this only further suggests humanity is reaching the
end of an age and that the new age will be golden.
The end of the world will be relative to Your perception, guaranteed. Believe
it is the end of corruption and a misguided humanity and that is the reality You
will know. Believe it is the end of humanity and perhaps that is what You will
know. However, I believe that in that fated moment You will be hoping it is not
and that will be enough. This collective desire has the capacity to awaken
humanity. Love will not die, it will only change form. I for one will be looking
forward to the day with open arms, simply for the stellar anomaly which is
supposed to occur at relatively the same time.
I do believe that We will be made more and more aware of this prophecy as
the day draws nearer, allowing Your perception of information to determine the
future You will know. 2012 just hit theatres, already confirming My philosophy
that this rumour will be a media favourite. I haven’t seen the movie yet but My
prediction… 12.21.12 Not the end, the end of darkness.

Magnetic Love
One last thing to suggest that the world is reaching the end is the ‘wobble’
theory.
There is much belief that soon (roughly the same time as the Mayan
prediction) the world will ‘wobble’ and the magnetic poles will shift causing
catastrophic destruction to Our planet. In knowing that all things have sentience,
I like this theory too. It suggests a shift in poles and if what happens in the
macrocosm is a reflection of what will happen in individuals, it suggests that this
may be the event that spawns the shift in perception and conscience.
This is apparently due to an extremely rare occurrence in the universe where
the sun, moon and milky-way will all be lined up with earth, creating an
incredible magnetic draw that will shift the earth on its axis. Interestingly
enough, this prophecy was also made by the Egyptians and the appearance of
this incredible cosmic event is rumoured to appear similar to a giant, bloodshot
eye staring down on the world, similar to that depicted by the Egyptian one-eyed
God, Horus.
Perhaps nothing drastic will happen, perhaps this event will simply be so
beautiful and awe inspiring that We will all simultaneously be so full of Love for
this sight, it will evoke the awakening in conscience.

Undeniable Love
Whatever You choose to believe, it is hard to deny that something is
happening in the world. Soon, everyone will be wondering what is happening in
the world, this I assure You. We are evolving and the world is changing - it is
always changing. If We understand the power of Our thoughts, then it doesn’t
matter if it is the evolutionary process speeding up, humanity slowing down, the
Mayan prophecy, the wobble in the earth or conspiracy theories - collectively We
already believe something is happening in the world and the awareness of this
will only continue to grow.
To add to all of this, virtually every religion suggests that at the end of time,
more and more prophets will be roaming the earth. When You consider the
number of spiritual books now available in bookstores and couple it with artists
who are also spreading truth in their music and creation, these are all prophets;
even religion suggests the world is coming to the end of an age.
Almost all religions also claim that one ‘Great Prophet’ will come to reveal

the end of times but it is the truth that will set You free and the truth is Love.
I am Love. I am whatever You believe Me to be. If You believe that only
Christ can come back to earth to free humanity and offer peace to the world, then
let Me be Him. If You believe that there is another Great Prophet coming to
bring peace to the world, then let Me be Him. The second coming of Christ or
any Great Prophet who is expected to return to bring peace to the world will not
be a physical man, but Love in Your heart. You will know Him by what He
teaches, not by Her appearance or name. Waiting for a Great Prophet to believe
You can have peace only stands to further separate Us by religious faith and keep
You from knowing it. Just like ‘All songs are one song and that song is don’t
forget’5, so too are all scriptures one word and that word is Love. So if You are
waiting for a Great Prophet to know freedom and peace, let Me be Him.
Remember how powerful Your thoughts are, I am whatever You believe Me to
be. Just believe in Love.
I told You that if You begin to believe that peace is coming and recognize that
there is a Divine Principle at work, the truth will not be denied; You will begin to
see it in Your own reality, You will identify with information that comes to You.
The more You begin to notice, the more things You will see. Begin looking at the
world through spiritual eyes and the truth will be revealed, I give You My word.
If You fully understand the truth in this book, then the next great prophet will be
You.

Chapter Seven: Accepting Love
Choosing Love: Heaven On Earth Awaits

Free Love
You understand that the world around You is not the paradise it could be but
You feel powerless to change it.
You understand that the world is abundant with resources provided by Love.
You understand that this abundance was to be shared evenly between all
members of the human family and that the financial system currently in place
creates poverty and continued separation of humanity by social class, but feel
powerless to free Yourself without losing Your dignity.
You understand that citizenship has made You property of the state; that
countries divide Us and contain Us but feel powerless to know Yourself as a free
member of the human family and international community.
You understand that Our political leader’s morality is misguided and wish to
see an end to war, poverty and suffering but feel powerless to change political
policies.
You understand that Our educational facilities encourage children to embrace
the same social system You want to change but feel powerless to introduce
alternative teaching methods.
But You are not powerless, You are Love. You are a being with unlimited
creative potential and infinite power to make change.
Many people I speak with hear My words and though the level of
understanding varies from individual to individual, even those who cannot fully
comprehend all elements of truth share a common belief that there is something
seriously amiss with the world We know. People will tell Me they would Love to
see a world that knows peace; but they tell Me We cannot change the world.
These people do not understand the power of Love. I do. And I know I am
Love.
I only know that I can. There is nothing I can’t do. This Book is created with
Love and divine intention. It is already done.
If You do not believe that You can change the world, then You do not yet fully
understand the power of Love, or You do not know You are Love. I do. I will
show You.

Manifesting Love

I asked that the world should know peace and knew it was already done. I
could easily have chosen to sit back and watch Love unfold, wait for truth to
reveal itself. But I wanted to share this truth with humanity. I wanted to let You
know We can choose to have this now. So I asked that the world around Me
reveal truth in a way that could not be denied. Soon everywhere I looked, every
field of research I studied, every song that played on the radio began to reveal
that there was an unmistakable evolution in conscience awakening in the world
inching ever closer. The dream is undeniable, peace is coming.
I have done My best to show You Love and how Its knowledge will soon be
known to the world. I know it is coming whether You believe it or not. I know if
You do not believe, the world You know now will begin to crumble before You
as We make way for a new humanity. This Book is to offer You comfort during
these times, to know it is to make way for the new world.
But I still needed something more. I asked that the possibility of a new world
be provided for Me so I could share a vision of the golden age of humanity, so
that the knowledge of Love would be more than the knowledge of Our
misguided morality but a vision for the future. Then I found Jacques Fresco’s
Venus Project.

Utopian Love
All of the science and technology that I told You would one day make the
financial system We embrace obsolete due to increased efficiency that can only
result in decreased employment amidst increasing population, proved to be
something that someone else was already keenly aware of. Jacques Fresco is an
inventor and visionary with a dream for peace that matches My own and He has
created the possibility of what Our future society might look like. Many of His
ideas are too futuristic to be implemented immediately, but He allowed Me to
create My own vision for how it will begin. 6
We know money is the root of pollution, war, greed and many other problems
but it is difficult to imagine how We might live without it. A friend of mine once
said that some system of barter would be necessary. But this is not true. We are
only beginning to understand the great things We will soon accomplish and
many of the technologies We already have available are not being utilized
because of money. Already Our world could be infinitely better. As We enter a
new age, the developments will continue with the same increasing velocity; the
Divine Principle is only more, more, more, better, better, better, faster, faster,

faster!
The irony and madness, is that We see less jobs as a bad thing! To put this in
perspective, consider helping a friend move. If You were to go over to Your
friend’s house and discovered that You were the only person helping, you would
probably be a little frustrated. If Your friend then told You that they had no
vehicle or moving truck and that You would be walking a few blocks to the new
place, You would probably tell Your friend that they were nuts (though if You
were very good natured You would likely feel too guilty to leave them to it
alone). You would likely be on the phone immediately calling every friend You
had, asking if they could help, even if it was just to provide a truck or some kind
of vehicle. More people sharing less work means more free time for each
individual and less stress – period!
There will always be a necessity for work in the community, but if all of the
latest technological breakthroughs were implemented to decrease the workload,
should this not mean that people could begin retiring earlier? Should it not be a
positive thing that there is less work shared among more people? Really, think
about it! It doesn’t make any sense that less jobs should be a problem, it should
be an opportunity for each individual in society to have more free time. The only
reason it doesn’t work, is again because of money. If people worked less and
retired earlier, they would hardly have contributed enough to their pension to
sustain themselves for the duration of their life. Consider that each generation is
living longer and that pensions are hardly enough as it is… Is it not obvious that
Our financial system is obsolete? Should We not start focusing on what jobs are
truly necessary to provide resources to each member of society and begin
focusing on rewarding people with more free time instead of money? Each
member of society dedicates a certain number of years to the workforce as their
contribution to the community and We focus on decreasing this amount of time
instead of trying to create an endless string of meaningless and unnecessary
jobs?
Instead of higher wages for more difficult or less desireable jobs, people
working in those positions would be rewarded by having to spend less time in
the workforce. If We began doing this, almost immediately the perspective of
every individual on Our planet would begin to change. We would start looking
for new ways to completely illiminate some of the current jobs and get excited
every time we learned there was less work to be done. This is the only logical
solution for it would not only allow Us to turn a deficit in the workforce into a
positive, but it would also greatly reduce unnecessary industry that causes
pollution, paving the path toward toward a cleaner, eco-friendly earth.

Our Freedom to Know Love
I have shared the truth of Love with You. I have revealed that forgetting Love
was part of the Divine Principle and that We are near to knowing it once again in
collective conscious awareness. You understand that the world We live in is
calling for radical change and I have offered You a vision for the future. All of
this information made its way into My reality as I asked how to reveal the truth
of Love to humanity. All I needed was a way to show You how We can have it.
How could I possibly hope to promise humanity peace and a glorious future
when the presence of immorally guided leadership is so strong? How can this
dream be met?
I knew that Love would find a way, and I did.
They say that You should not bite the hand that feeds You. Similarly, You
should not feed the beast that bites You. I am offering You a means to peaceful
protest by way of withholding income tax and property tax from Your
government by way of law. It is Your legal right to peaceful protest and I am
assuming all legal responsibility for any member of the human family who
chooses to exercise these rights by way of this Book, or My name. If Your
income tax is directly deducted from Your income, You should immediately tell
Your employer You will be responsible for Your own taxes. This is a wise
economic practice even if You choose not to protest, as it takes income tax You
do not yet owe and puts it in the government banks so that they can profit from
interest while You cannot. Believe Me, the only reason the government has such
incredible power over You is because of money and all of it comes from You.
We are many, they are few. When their economic power is crippled, they will be
powerless and the governments of the world will be forced to respond to the will
of the people – as it should be.
I have also spoken about leading by example and this is what I will do. I will
not pay income tax ever again, nor will I submit to restrictions on My personal
freedom by meeting visa requirements or any other documentation that claims I
need to validate My knowledge as a free citizen born under God. His gift was to
know My right to enjoy His creation, no one had the right to take it away from
Me or You. I will also document all proceeds from this Book and disply all
spending on a public website so anyone wanting to see how every penny is spent
can do so. I will be use the proceeds from this Book, regardless how modest or
generous, to travel the world and help others less fortunate than Myself. If You
want to participate, any donations will be credited with the individual’s name
(unless of course You request anonymity) so You can be known as a founding

Sister or Brother of peace. Most of You who join Me will enjoy approximately
thirty percent more income from Your job until Our world leaders acknowledge
the need for change – please do something good with it. And take care of Your
Brothers and Sisters, We are one family.
In very much the same way Martin Luthar King Junior used his intelligence
and creative thinking to free African Americans from the seperation imposed on
them by the United States Government, You can legally choose Your right to
know Love and Your entitlement to be free from the oppression that has
contained the creative capacity of the human spirit for millennia, just by
knowing You were born free – freedom is Your birthright. The following text is
real and factual; these are Your rights as a member of the human family under
international law and I urge You to read the following declaration very carefully:
On December 10, 1948 the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted
and proclaimed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights the full text of which
appears in the following pages. Following this historic act the Assembly called
upon all Member countries to publicize the text of the Declaration and “to cause
it to be disseminated, displayed, read and expounded Principlely in schools and
other educational institutions, without distinction based on the political status of
countries or territories.”
PREAMBLE
Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable
rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice
and peace in the world,
Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous
acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world
in which human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief in freedom
from fear and want has been proclaimed the highest aspiration of the common
people,
Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a
last resort, to rebellion and tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be
protected by rule of law,
Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations
between nations,
Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed
their faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human
person and in the equal rights of men and women and have determined to
promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,
Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-operation
with the United Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance

of human rights and fundamental freedoms,
Whereas a common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the
greatest importance for the full realization of this pledge,
Now, Therefore THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims THIS
UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS as a common
standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every
individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in
mind, shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect for these rights
and freedoms and by progressive measures, national and international, to secure
their universal and effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples
of the Member States themselves and among the peoples of territories under
their jurisdiction.
Article 1.
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are
endowed with reason and conscience and should act toward one another in a
spirit of brotherhood.
Article 2.
Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration,
without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.
Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political,
jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person
belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self governing or under any other
limitation of sovereignty.
Article 3.
Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.
Article 4.
No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall
be prohibited in all its forms.
Article 5.
No one shall be subject to torture or to cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment
or punishment.
Article 6.
Everyone has right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.
Article 7.
All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to
equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any
discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such
discrimination.

Article 8.
Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national
tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the
constitution or by law.
Article 9.
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.
Article 10.
Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an
independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and
obligations and of any criminal charge against him.
Article 11.
(1)Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed
innocent until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has
had all the guarantees necessary for his defence.
(2)No one shall be held guilty of a penal offence on account of any act or
omission which did not constitute a penal offence, under national or international
law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed
than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was committed.
Article 12.
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family,
home or correspondence, nor attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone
has the right to protection of the law against such interference or attacks.
Article 13.
(1)Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence between the
borders of each state.
(2)Everyone has the right to leave a country, including his own, and to return
to his country.
Article 14.
(1)Everyone has the right to seek and enjoy in other countries asylum from
persecution.
(2)This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising
from non-political crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes and Principles of
the United Nations.
Article 15.
(1)Everyone has the right to a nationality.
(2)No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of their nationality nor denied the right
to change his nationality.
Article 16.
(1)Men and women of full age, without limitation due to race, nationality or

religion, have the right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal
rights of marriage, during marriage and of its dissolution.
(2)Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the
intending spouses.
(3)The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is
entitled to protection by society and the State.
Article 17.
(1)Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with
others. (2)No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.
Article 18.
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this
right includes freedom to change his opinion or belief, and freedom, either alone
or in community with others and in public or in private, to manifest his belief in
teaching, practice, worship and observance.
Article 19.
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.
Article 20.
(1)Everyone has the right to peaceful assembly and association (2)No
one may be compelled to belong to an association
Article 21.
(1)Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country,
directly or through freely chosen representatives.
(2)Everyone has the right to equal access to public services in his country.
(3)The will of the people shall be the basis for the authority of government;
this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by
equal and universal suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent
free voting procedures.
Article 22.
Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is
entitled to realization, through national and international co-operation and in
accordance with the organization and resources of each State, of the economic,
social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development
of his personality.
Article 23.
(1)Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and

favourable working conditions of work and to protection against unemployment.
(2)Everyone, without discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal
work.
(3)Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration
ensuring for himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and
supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social protection.
(4)Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of
his interests.
Article 24.
Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of
working hours and periodic holidays with pay.
Article 25.
(1)Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and
well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and
medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event
of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of
livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.
(2)Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All
children whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social
protection.
Article 26.
(1)Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the
elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory.
Technical and professional education shall be made generally available and
higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
(2)Education shall be directed to the full development of the human
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental
freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among the
nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United
Nations for the maintenance of peace.
(3)Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be
given to their children.
Article 27.
(1)Everyone has the right to freely participate in the cultural life of the
community, to enjoy in the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its
benefits.
(2)Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests
resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the
author.

Article 28.
Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and
freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.
Article 29.
(1)Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full
development of his personality is possible.
(2)In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to
such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due
recognition and public order and the general welfare in a democratic society.
(3)These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the
purposes and Principles of the United Nations.
Article 30.
Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State,
group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed
at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.

United Love
With the utmost respect and gratitude, I would like to acknowledge all
members of the General Assembly of the United Nations who, on December 10,
1948, with good intention and diligent effort, sought to achieve and maintain the
full potential of the human spirit, did secure by declaration of the establishment
of the Universal Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the inherent, equal and
inalienable rights of each member of the human family by way of law, in the
interest of promoting a vision for the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in
the world.
I hereby declare, the following Call To Action, bearing the Declaration of the
Universal Charter of Rights and Freedoms constantly in mind in accordance with
Article 18 and 28 of the declaratinon, address all heads of Member States of the
United Nations and every country leader around the world, declare Myself an
international instructor and teacher in conscience with knowledge of a Divine
Principle that will shape Our world and determine Our future, in an effort to
develop deeper understanding of Our scientific and technological achievements
among Our great leaders and every member of society so that We may continue
social progress in aspiration of the highest standards of achievement toward full
realization of the Declaration for each member of the Human family for the
following reasons We cannot, in good conscience, continue to ignore:
(1)First and foremost We, as members of the Human family and international

community cannot point fingers or lay blame to the leaders of Our great nations
for past transgressions that have resulted in the disparity, suffering, war and
disregard for Mother Earth and Her resources that We have come to accept as
commonplace in Our current society. We instead must understand that these
great leaders strove to achieve, with diligent effort, to maintain the equal,
inalienable and inherent rights and freedoms of each member of the human
family while remaining true to their nation’s people. Their efforts could prove
nothing less than futile as their foundation was formed in ignorance of the true
human capacity. We must understand that this is one part of the Divine Principle;
to forget Our greatness so We could come together and know it once again.
There is no time for blame, for it only promotes anger. We must instead, in good
keeping with tolerance and understanding of Our past transgressions, move
forward with compassion and forgiveness for the sake of peace and equality for
all Brothers and Sisters of the human family.
(2)In order for each member of the human family to fully realize their inherent
right to freedom and equality, they cannot be property of a nation or state by way
of citizenship. Nationalism is in direct conflict with Articles 12, section (2) and
Article 15, section (2) of the United Nations Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
We, the People of the world, know that claiming ownership of a person, by any
means, prohibits individual freedom and is in direct conflict with the
Declaration.
(3)Laws, as they are determined by Member States and leaders of Our great
nations, immediately limit the individual freedom of each member of society,
subjecting them to accept by way of force, restrictions upon their person. These
laws, like Our current social system, were created in ignorance of the true nature
of Our being and limit the individual’s capacity to know their unlimited creative
potential, subjecting each member, by way of law, to accept immorally guided
leadership that is the direct result of crime in Our current society and a reflection
of protest by the people of Our previously misguided morality. I hereby move
that each member of the Human family be absolved of all non violent crimes
against them and declare that the only law any member of the Human family be
guided, be to act toward one another in a spirit of Brother and Sisterhood
(though shall not harm another member of Your family).
(4)The current financial social system currently in place has, by historic
example, created nothing but separation by social class, distinction, disparity,
want and poverty amongst the members of the human family resulting in
continued inequality among the people of the world and subjecting each member
of the human family to a life of servitude by its nation in an effort to maintain
dignity and prosperity in a world abundant in otherwise freely available

resources. The current financial system creates want, whereas the Declaration’s
preamble states that ‘freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the
highest aspiration of the common people’. Therefore, the current global financial
system is in direct violation of Articles 4 and 22 of the Declaration as it prevents
members of the Human family from equal access to the resources, social and
cultural rights indispensable for dignity and the free development of person
while promoting want in society.
(5)The current financial system currently guiding Our social structure is
primarily controlled by centralized world banks that lend money to the leaders of
Our great nations and
Member States at interest. Such a system promotes greed and corruption as
Member States and national leaders become perpetually influenced and indebted
to centralized banks, imposing upon the people of their nation continued
depravity as nations seek to pay back national debts by way of taxes imposed
upon their people. As all international money loaned out by central banks to the
nations is done so at interest, there will never be enough money in the global
economy to pay back the debt, enslaving not only the people of the world, but its
leaders. This social system is once again in direct violation of Article 4 of the
charter for it can stand to do nothing more than enslave the members of the
human family to centralized world banks, creating a life of servitude by the
people and continuing to impose immorally guided policies on Our leaders
dependent on centralized banks to compete in the global financial market. This is
the direct cause of continued inflation and the constant devaluation of currency
in the global economy and the recent international recession.
(6)Mother Nature is a Divine entity. She will not stand for the continued
destruction of Our planet and will, by way of force if necessary, call the human
family to conscious awareness of the necessity to respect the abundance of
resources available. The corporations that have grown from the corruption of
Our monetary social system are the primarily cause of the continued destruction
of Our planet and mismanagement of resources, favouring profits and jobs over
conscious effort. We have more than sufficient resources to feed, cloth, shelter,
and provide abundance to each member of the human family by diligently
utilizing the wondrous science and technology available to Us, and to distribute
these resources evenly amongst the nations, Member States and people of Our
world and We the People, will no longer remain ignorant to this fact. Therefore,
in an effort to smoothly move forward, We need to call forward the greatest
minds of every Member State and every nation to begin the destruction,
renovation and foundation for infrastructure that will fully utilize the science and
technology to provide renewable clean energy sources that will power the

systems that will network the even distribution of resources to each member of
the Human family.
(7)I hereby call all Member States and leaders of the international community
to action on behalf of the people of the world, once again keeping this
Declaration constantly in mind, to address these needs, to acknowledge the need
for new social structure for full realization of the Declarating in accordance with
Article 28, and to educate each member of the human family with their
knowledge of these rights to know a better world can exist with the removal of
the financial system that perpetuates waste and restricts individual access to the
abundance of resources from each member of the human family, thereby limiting
the individual’s capacity to know their inherent right to dignity and equality, in a
continued effort to promote deeper understanding and to promote the possibility
for the end of suffering and the beginning of a new social system that will
accomplish peace in the world.
(8)I hereby empower every member of the human family, by rule of law as
stated in the Declaration and as a means to peacefully protest these rights, to
liberate Themselves from violations (2) and (3) of this Call To Action, and to
withhold federal income tax and property tax from their leader to release
themselves of servitude and ownership by their nation. I claim full legal
responsibility for any member of the human family who chooses to exercise this
right as I am encouraging and teaching humanity to know its right and belief in
higher freedom in compliance with Article.18 of the Declaration which states
that any individual has the right to manifest his belief in higher conscience,
teaching and practise.
(9)We the People, understand that these laws were not ‘disseminated,
displayed, read or expounded in schools and other educational institutions’ to
encourage and promote greater understanding in the world as it was called upon
all Member States to do. Ignorance of these laws has left members of the Human
family feeling powerless to know their independent legal rights to know and
express their freedoms and belief in a world free from fear and want in the name
of peace and prosperity for all. I hereby call all Member States to publicly
apologize for keeping these rights from the People and Our educational systems
and request that all the greatest minds come together to help explain Our
movement toward a higher conscience as I have expressed it in this Book and as
science, technology and enlightened beings around the world will soon confirm,
in effort to promote further understanding of this drastic need for change.
Finally, it is essential that all Member States and leaders of Our great nations
understand that this is not an attack on the current policies that have thus far
guided humanity, but rather a call to conscience. I have declared Myself to be in

possession of divine wisdom and I bring this ‘Call to Action’ in an effort to
maintain minimal civil unrest as this Divine Principle redeems itself. In
acknowledgement of what We must do, We can prepare the world for the new
dawn of humanity and make a smooth transition toward the most glorious human
existence that will walk this earth by gathering the greatest minds from every
country around the globe and to utilize them to their full potential to bring the
technology, infrastructure and plans for new social structure forward for this
great moment. Failure to comply with these needs and cling to a social system
that has proven destructive and seeks to promote separation among the members
of the human family is futile. Science and technology will only continue to find
new evidence to support the theories I have presented in this Book. Failure to
prepare the new infrastructure for a resource based economy will result in the
world being stripped from Us as corporations crumble and Mother Nature and
the Divine Principle bring this wisdom and necessity for a call to conscience to
humanity by way of force. We cannot interfere with divinity, but We can be
prepared.

“My will shall be done, on earth as it is in heaven.”

- vonDehn

The Book of Peace
To the Dreamers,
Thank you again for reading this book. Regardless how the dream for peace is
achieved, it will be achieved. I told You that I dreamed for a world that would
know peace and knew it was already done. The dream is complete. Remember
that the dream is all there is, everything else is an illusion. I will live to be 111
should they not kill Me before this dream is realized; but remember We cannot
die. If they seek to destroy Me, they do so to kill Your dream. This is My
contribution, this is what I came here to do; My will is already done. Keep
believing, give assurance to others, do Your part, share the truth of Love. The
world is always changing but the dream has always remained. I will return when
I can experience the dream I have created.

Peace!
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Once again, God has no physical image. The reference to God as male is
merely a reflection of My identity.
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